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The patu parāoa belonging to Rahapa Power (Te Hauata) of Ngati Apakura, is part of the Te 
Awamutu Museum Collection (collection number 15231.1). In 1847, at the age of twenty-two, 
Rahapa married Irish-born farmer Thomas Power, forming one of the first Māori-European 
families in the Te Awamutu region. At the request of Governor Grey, the couple worked 
together to introduce local Māori to European farming practices. This taonga, originally carved 
in whalebone, has been playfully reimagined here as a hybrid object, blending together 
traditional aspects from within the worlds of Rahapa, Thomas, and their five children. Being Both 
was created for the Te Awamutu Museum’s exhibition Reimaginings, whereby a group of nine 
artists were invited to select objects from the museum collection as a source of inspiration. The 
resulting artworks were shown between 12 December and 15 February 2015.  
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STORYTELLING IN PUBLIC HISTORY. 
Editorial. 
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Contributions to this issue of the New Zealand Journal of Public History 

demonstrate the wealth of research being undertaken which grows historical 

storytelling beyond traditional Western parameters in New Zealand. 

Submissions emphasise the ways in which oral history can be preserved and 

transmitted in alternative formats to lengthy written transcriptions and oral 

recordings, they emphasise the less conventional historiographical approaches 

to storytelling that derive from autoethnography, demonstrate the possibilities 

of a historiographical paradigm shaped by affect, and encourage cross-cultural 

approaches to biography.  

Nēpia Mahuika’s article, ‘An Outsider’s Guide to Public Oral History in New 

Zealand’, argues for a significant revision to the position accorded Maori 

perspectives on oral history within Aotearoa New Zealand. For Mahuika, 

dynamic oral history practices were ‘founded’ by Māori, are ‘transmitted across 

generations in highly developed art-forms and practices’, and require a visceral 

methodology capable of sophisticated interpretation.1 Celine Kearney reflects 

on the advantages of adopting narrative inquiry as a historiographical 

methodology in her contribution to NZJPH5. Drawing on research she 

undertook concerning people of Scottish and Irish backgrounds residing in 

New Zealand, Kearney advocates the co-construction of historical narrative 

using ethnographic and autoethnographic approaches. Zoe Roland encourages 

us to reflect further on the significance of first-person storytelling to the 

public historian. In discussing the stories collected for Christchurch’s post-

quake project High Street Stories and its reception from listeners, among other 

examples, Roland demonstrates the significance of narrative as a means to 

secure humanitarian outcomes through public history.  

Tied to this issue’s theme of ‘storytelling in public history’ NZJPH5 also 

features New Zealand’s first selection of flash histories — or, very short 

histories designed to pique historical interest and be read in one sitting. 

Selection for publication was on a competitive basis, and we are very grateful 

to Bronwyn Labrum for agreeing to select the best submissions for 

publication. The ten successful flash histories have been published here in 

chronological order, and they too demonstrate the willingness of New Zealand 

historians to undertake historical storytelling in alternative formats.  

 
1 Nēpia Mahuika, ‘An Outsider’s Guide to Public Oral History in New Zealand’, New Zealand 
Journal of Public History, 5, 1 (2017), p.11. 
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Anne Eddy discusses her recently completed PhD, ‘Neighbours at Puhoi 

River: A Cross-Cultural Dual Biography of Te Hemara Tauhia and Martin 

Krippner’, while John Armstrong’s review of Te Papa’s Gallipoli: The Scale of our 

War thoughtfully raises questions around the use of emotion as a storytelling 

technique in public exhibitions, reflecting on the impact of the larger-than-life 

exhibition, to ask the question: is empathy enough? Tom Brooking reviews 

Donald Jackson Kerr’s Hocken: Prince of Collectors, and Raymond Richards 

reviews Alison Parr’s Remembering Christchurch: Voices from Decades Past. 

I would like to express my appreciation to all those who submitted 

manuscripts to NZJPH5, with an especially heart-felt thanks to those who 

embraced short history for this issue of the journal. Of these short histories — 

which can be found on pages 44 through 54 of this issue — Bronwyn Labrum 

had the following to say: 

It was my great pleasure to judge the inaugural entries in the NZJPH’s 
Flash History competition. As many a caption and museum label writer 
knows only too well, it is often very difficult to convey the richness and 
complexity of historical experiences in only so many words. Nevertheless, 
these ten entries provide engaging and sometimes startling entries into 
many aspects of New Zealand’s past. There is a good spread over the 
19th and 20th centuries and individual and personal stories predominate. I 
was pleased to see that as well as lots of types of material culture — 
clothing, coins, skeletons, bowls, journals and so forth — as well as the 
vagaries of human nature and action, are set forth in a range of styles 
from poems, to reportage and evocative description, with a great sense of 
play in many of the carefully chosen titles. The thieves’ tales and the 
unintended, but rather gorgeous attire at the centennial pageant rose to 
the top, but I was also moved by the Chlorodyne story and the teaching 
skeleton. We need more of these stories in our public history so I hope 
this becomes a regular feature of this journal. Well done to all who 
entered! 

Thanks must also be extended to Debra Powell, whose painting, in detail, 

graces the cover of NZJPH5. 

 

 

Nadia Gush, Editor. 
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At the beginning of this century, public history in New Zealand was considered 

a ‘new term’ in historical practice, described as crucial in both ‘the emergence 

of professional history writing’ and the assertion of ‘cultural nationalism.’1 In 

the past decade, scholars here have highlighted its breadth and significance in 

‘the employment of historians and the historical method outside academia; in 

government, private companies, the media, historical societies and museums, as 

well as those working in private practice.’2 Oral history has also become a 

significant part of public history’s nation-making, key in the collecting of 

exceptional and ‘ordinary’ public voices.3 For Māori, current definitions of oral 

and public history are problematic because, as this essay suggests, both are 

constructed within Pākehā-centric perspectives of history, tradition, orality and 

what counts as ‘public.’ Public history has been called a ‘slippery process’, often 

shaped in a contrast between ‘people’s history’ and a ‘search for social 

cohesion’.4 This search for ‘cohesion’ is a familiar colonial refrain that fuels a 

healthy native scepticism of public history as yet another settler-centric 

invention that keeps us on the outside. This essay considers the ways in which 

public oral history in New Zealand is articulated, noting how this is done within 

narrow definitions and binaries that displace, ignore, or distort, indigenous 

perspectives. It suggests a rethinking of oral history as a movement beyond 

current binaries in the field, and advocates a widening of the meaning of oral 

sources, methods and politics, in order to include indigenous definitions as 

legitimately oral and public. This analysis is decolonial, not because it seeks an 

eradication of nationalism, but because it seeks to disrupt colonial-centric 

 
1 Bronwyn Dalley and Jock Phillips, ‘Introduction’, in Going Public: The Changing Face of New 
Zealand History, ed. by Bronwyn Dalley and Jock Phillips, (Auckland: Auckland University Press, 
2001), pp. 9, 11. 
2 Giselle Byrnes and Mark Smith, ‘Introduction’, New Zealand Journal of Public History, 1, 1 (2011), 
p. 1. 
3 Rebecca Sharpless writes that the aim for many oral historians has been to obtain ‘a fuller 
record of the past’: to document particularly the ‘lives of ordinary people.’ Rebecca Sharpless, 
‘The History of Oral History’, in History of Oral History: Foundations and Methodology, ed. by Thomas 
L. Charlton, Lois E. Meyers, and Rebecca Sharpless (New York: Rowman and Littlefield, 2007), 
pp. 21, 24; Roy Rosenzweig and David Thelen, The Presence of the Past, Popular uses of History in 
American Life (New York: Columbia University Press, 1998). 
4 Oral History and Public Memories, ed. by Paula Hamilton and Linda Shopes (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 2008), p. xiv. I draw on Graham Smith’s use of the phrase ‘public oral history’, 
which he argues encapsulates a very broad array of oral history work produced and presented 
for, by, and to, various ‘publics’. Graham Smith, ‘Toward a Public Oral History’, in The Oxford 
Handbook of Oral History, ed. by Donald Ritchie (New York: Oxford University Press, 2011), pp. 
432 -33.  
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meanings of oral and public history by recentering Māori perspectives as 

legitimate to the New Zealand public oral history vernacular. 

 

A ‘PUBLIC’ ORAL HISTORY FOR WHOM? 

In the teaching of oral history ‘essentials’ in New Zealand, mainstream 

practitioners have focused predominantly on interviewing and oral recordings.5 

This emphasis is consistent with international descriptions that style oral history 

as ‘generally’ a biographical life narrative approach.6 Consistently, popular 

guides and handbooks explain oral history as a methodology shaped in co-

constructed recordings between listeners and narrators. In Aotearoa, Megan 

Hutching writes that oral history ‘may better be defined as a method of 

gathering evidence’, while in contrast oral traditions are ‘another category of oral 

evidence’ different in that they deal with recollections ‘beyond the lifetime of 

living informants.’7 This differentiation is significant in its ‘other’-ing of native 

historical knowledge, a more recent contribution to a colonial legacy that has 

displaced Māori perceptions of history, reducing them to less reliable myths, 

superstitions, and traditions.8 Further compounding this issue is a ‘binary model’ 

that Anna Green has argued maintains a problematic division between 

supposedly irreconcilable ‘Māori oral narratives and Pākehā written texts.’9 For 

public oral history in Aotearoa, these tensions perpetuate conflicting 

 
5 The ‘essentials’ of oral history are taught in courses and workshops throughout the country, 
and are considered an important requirement by the Ministry of Culture and Heritage in the 
awarding of oral history funding for local community projects. Advertised this year as ‘The 
Essentials of Oral History Research, Auckland Workshop, 18 March 2017’. 
<http://www.oralhistory.org.nz/?s=essentials>. Accessed 10 April 2017.  
6 Trevor Lummis, Listening to History: The Authenticity of Oral Evidence (London: Hutchinson 
Education, 1987), pp. 21-24. 
7 Megan Hutching, Talking History: A Short Guide to Oral History (Wellington: Bridget Williams 
Books; Historical Branch, Department of Internal Affairs, 1993), pp. 1, 2. Judith Fyfe and Hugo 
Manson also describe oral history as ‘a record of information in oral form’ that is the ‘result of 
a planned interview.’ Judith Fyfe and Hugo Manson, Oral History and How to Approach it 
(Wellington: New Zealand Oral History Archive, 1989), p. 1. 
8 Nēpia Mahuika, ‘The Indigenous ‘Truth’ of Oral History: Decolonizing Oral History in 
Presence, Practice, and Politics’, Our Histories, Our Way: Indigenous Oral History. Perth, 
Australia. 5 May 2016. Keynote. 
9 Remembering, Writing Oral History, ed. by Anna Green and Megan Hutching, (Auckland: 
Auckland University Press, 2004), p. 4. Green and Hutching are referring to Judith Binney, 
‘Māori Oral Narratives, Pākehā Written Texts: Two Forms of Telling History’, New Zealand 
Journal of History, 21, 1 (1987), pp. 16-28. 
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epistemological differences that fail to account for the dynamic interactions 

between the text and voice, cultural negotiation, and the sophisticated ways in 

which oral history is nuanced in local contexts. Alessandro Portelli writes that 

‘orality and writing are forever changing roles, functions, and meanings in a 

mutual relationship of seeking and desire rather than exclusions and 

polarisations.’10 In many indigenous communities, for instance, textual 

adaptions are still considered oral histories, not because they are viewed as 

explicitly oral, but because they are believed to retain the essence of ‘kōrero tuku 

iho’ (words passed down) so long as the writer has sufficient ability.11  

 

A rethinking of the field here is perhaps first and foremost premised on the 

truth that oral history in New Zealand has always been more than contemporary 

interview recordings. Māori taught oral histories in ‘traditional’ schools of 

learning, where specific oral techniques like the use of waha kohatu (a stone 

placed in the mouth) were used to ‘aid’ memory and ‘prevent stammering.’12 

Māori were our first oral historians, and their techniques, sources, and practices 

were varied. ‘Nineteenth century observers’, according to Jane McRae, 

‘remarked on the frequent and impressive oratory’ they witnessed in tribal 

communities.13 More than merely traditions, indigenous oral histories were past 

narratives, multisensory, and worked as valid forms of history. Dismissing Māori 

oral history as tradition is a significant act of colonial power and oppression. 

This has been a concern for native peoples around the world who, as Julie 

Cruickshank pointed out some time ago now, have increasingly demanded that 

their oral accounts be taken seriously as ‘legitimate perspectives on history.’14 In 

rethinking the parameters of oral history in New Zealand, then, scholars should 

revisit the embedded definitions of oral history and tradition that have been 

imposed on indigenous peoples by colonisers.  

 

 
10 Alessandro Portelli, The Text and the Voice, Writing, Speaking, and Democracy in American Literature 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1994), p. xiv. 
11 Nēpia Mahuika, “Kōrero Tuku Iho’: Reconfiguring Oral History and Oral Tradition’ 
(unpublished PhD Thesis: University of Waikato, 2012), p. 159. 
12 Mita Carter, ‘The Preservation of the Māori Oral Tradition’, Oral History in New Zealand, 3 
(1990-91), p. 5. 
13 Jane McRae, Māori Oral Tradition, He Kōrero no Te Ao Tawhito (Auckland: Auckland University 
Press, 2017), p. 27. 
14 Julie Cruickshank, ‘Notes and Comments: Oral Tradition and Oral History: Reviewing Some 
Issues’, Canadian Historical Review, 75, 3 (1994), p. 403. 
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In New Zealand, Māori perspectives offer a redefining of oral history that is 

more indicative of a broader public experience.15 A more comprehensive 

definition requires an understanding of how Māori conceive of oral sources and 

methods. Beyond audio recorded interviews, and of particular relevance to 

public historians, is a rich archive of mnemonic devices and practices that have 

long been connected to New Zealand oral history. These include whakairo 

(carvings), kakahu (clothing), and rāranga (weaving), which feature prominently 

in oral performance such as haka (dance), waiata (songs), wānanga (collective 

oral discussions) and whaikōrero (formal speeches).16 Oral history in Aotearoa, 

much more than interview methods, is an evolving creative and widely 

publicised practice, performed in multiple ways and spaces on a daily basis. 

Public oral history that takes notice of this expansive living archive must 

necessarily widen its own view of what is a richly textured orality in this country. 

 

Oral history was a native public practice well before the advent of audio 

recording equipment, the arrival of British colonists, and the imposing of 

western historical methodologies. Māori oral history was our first public history, 

kept in a legacy that predates nineteenth-century Māori Land Court records and 

the early twentieth-century work of researchers such as James Cowan.17 New 

Zealand oral history was not established by Pākehā journalists and interviewers, 

but by Māori orators, singers, artists, and communities.18 Recent narratives that 

 
15 For some, Māori oral histories are better defined within indigenous frameworks than in the 
colonial articulations that frame them as traditions rather than credible histories. Nēpia Mahuika, 
‘The Gift of Memory:  
Oral History as a Treasure and Responsibility’, National Oral History Association of New 
Zealand Conference. Wellington, New Zealand. 20 September 2014. Keynote. 
16 For some examples here see Danny Keenan, ‘The Past from the Paepae: Uses of the Past in 
Māori Oral History’, Oral History in New Zealand, 12, 13 (2000-2001), pp. 33-38; Mere Whaanga 
‘Telling our Stories: Hapu Identity in Waiata, Pakiwaitara and Visual Arts’, in Māori and Oral 
History: A Collection, ed. by Rachel Selby and Alison J. Laurie (Wellington: National Oral History 
Association of New Zealand, 2005), pp. 23-27. Nēpia Mahuika, “Kōrero Tuku Iho”, pp. 152-
188. 
17 Cowan is said to have ‘sometimes rejected Pākehā writing in the light of Māori oral accounts, 
or declared that a Māori oral testimony was more accurate than European ones.’ He is 
considered one of the pioneering oral historians in New Zealand. Chris Hilliard, ‘James Cowan 
and the Frontiers of New Zealand History’, New Zealand Journal of History, 31, 1 (1997), p. 222. 
18 The New Zealand Oral History Archive was founded by Judith Fyfe and Hugo Manson, for 
instance, while in 2016 the National Oral History Association of New Zealand celebrated its 
30th anniversary acknowledging the work of its founders, Judith Fyfe, Hugo Manson, Claudia 
Orange, Jock Phillips and Beverley Morris. National Oral History Association of New Zealand, 
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claim the origins of oral history as a mid to late twentieth-century phenomenon 

in New Zealand are severely blinkered.19 How can oral history in this country 

serve public history if it operates within a timeframe that overlooks centuries of 

indigenous experiences? A more accurate defining of public oral history in New 

Zealand, then, requires the inclusion of these deep histories in a rethinking that 

collapses more fully the differences between tradition and history, and includes 

Māori as their own distinctive ‘founding’ public community complete with a 

valid history of oral transmission. These elisions and binary essentialisms reflect 

layers beneath a flawed Pākehā-centric articulation of public oral history. In 

New Zealand, oral history definitions have been complicated by existing 

tensions between amateur and academic perspectives of the field. Thus, while 

public oral history in Aotearoa is in need of a drastic decolonial overhaul, it is 

difficult to see how this can occur until practitioners embrace a more critically 

‘interpretive’ mode.20 

 

BEYOND SHAKESPEARE & ROCK‘N’ROLL 

For some time, oral historians in New Zealand have been hindered by an 

unhelpful antagonism between supposed academic and amateur approaches to 

the field. This is nothing new for public historians, who have likewise grappled 

uneasily with the term public history as it has been ‘defined in the negative by 

its perceived opposite — academic history.’21 When I attended my first national 

oral history conference over a decade ago, leading speakers described what they 

did in a binary between dreary academic ‘Shakespearean’ practice and a more 

 

Tell Me More: Sharing Our Histories (Conference Programme) (Christchurch: National Oral 
History Association of New Zealand, 2016) p. 4.  
19 While an oral history ‘founders’ project in New Zealand pays homage to those who 
established the archives and the National Oral History Association, oral historians should not 
forget that oral history existed before this, and was seen as encompassing more extensive 
sources and practices than the narrow focus on interviews and recordings that practitioners use 
today.  
20 The ‘reconstructive mode’ of oral history, according to Michael Roper, occurs when 
researchers undertake interviews with little thought given to a deeper interpretive process. The 
collecting and depositing of interviews into archives for later analysis is then ‘reconstructive’ 
and lacking a deeper interpretive appreciation for the potential of oral sources and methods. In 
contrast, the interpretive mode requires greater attention given to the impact of methods and 
interpretive theories employed by oral historians. Michael Roper, ‘Oral History’, in The 
Contemporary History Handbook, ed. by Brian Brivati, Julia Buxton, and Anthony Seldon 
(Manchester: St Martin’s Press, 1996), p. 346. 
21 Dalley and Phillips, ‘Introduction’, p. 17. 
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attractive and preferable ‘rock‘n’roll’ oral history.22 ‘Shakespearean’ oral history 

was considered over-theorised, boring, and bogged down in interpretative 

analysis, while ‘rock‘n’roll’ oral history was the fun stuff, focused more on the 

doing and collecting of recordings. This aversion to academic interpretive 

theories has contributed to an oral history approach in New Zealand which is 

sometimes unaware of its own ‘reconstructive’ romanticism. The implications 

for a public oral history approach inattentive to interpretive theories of 

narrative, power, subjectivity and memory, are significant. Linda Shopes has 

reminded oral historians that ‘public memories are often shaped by complicated 

power struggles’ where questions should be asked about ‘who gets to say what 

about a given community.’23 An un-theorised oral history practice would be a 

step back to an era before ‘socially engaged historians’, who considered public 

and oral history a service designed ‘to help people write, create, and understand 

their own history’ or give voice to the previously marginalised or silenced.24 

Public history has been described by some as a movement that promotes a 

‘collaborative’ practice of history that provides ‘special insights accessible and 

useful to the public’ — an approach aimed at a non-specialist audience.25 Oral 

history in political articulation has been described as a ‘democratic tool’, 

predicated on the belief that democracy is ultimately the key to liberating and 

amplifying the silenced.26 But how can public oral history in Aotearoa give voice 

to the voiceless, ‘democratise’ and provide collaborative ‘insights’, if it shuns 

academic interpretive research, others Māori oral history, or assumes its 

democratic politics is a universal ‘public’ aspiration? 

 

 
22 Judith Fyfe and Hugo Manson, “Historically Speaking’: Twenty Years of Oral History in 
Aotearoa New Zealand’, in Looking Backwards, Moving Forward – The Past and Future of 
Oral History in New Zealand, National Oral History Association of New Zealand. National 
Library, Wellington. 28-29 July 2007. 
23 Hamilton and Shopes, Oral History and Public Memories, p. xv. 
24 Ronald J. Grele, ‘Whose Public? Whose History? What is the Goal of a Public Historian?’, 
The Public Historian, 3, 1 (1981), p. 46. 
25 Cathy Stanton, “What is Public History?’ Redux’, Public History News, 27, 4 (September 2007), 
p. 1; Byrnes and Smith, p. 1. 
26 Power and Democracy: The Many Voices of Oral History, International Oral History 
Association, University of Barcelona, Barcelona, Spain. 9-12 July 2014. In the call for papers, 
the organisers described oral history as a democratic tool: ‘As a democratic tool, oral history 
records and preserves the memories, perceptions, and voices of individuals and groups at all 
levels and in all endeavors.’ See Power and Democracy: The Many Voices of Oral History 
<https://2014iohacongress.wordpress.com>. [accessed 19 April 2016]. 
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Public oral history in Aotearoa is so much more than Shakespeare and 

rock‘n’roll. Oral historians who ignore important academic contributions risk 

being left behind in their own discipline, and by public historians too who see 

their practice aligned with rigorous academic ‘conventions’ in research, 

knowledge of the literature, and key interpretive methodological discussions.27 

Apathy toward academic oral history here inevitably stirs no challenge to 

colonial norms, especially when it resists its moral responsibilities to engage the 

New Zealand public in meaningful decolonial conscientization. Tribunal 

histories, for instance, require a decolonising of the archive, as Rachel Buchanan 

points out, that acknowledge the transfer of oral histories from private iwi 

worlds to government-funded public domains.28 Here, coloniser desires, as 

Miranda Johnson suggests, are frustrated when ‘dangerous’ indigenous oral 

histories ‘cannot be assimilated into the methodological and political norms of 

the tribunal and the historical profession.’29 What is perceived as ‘public’, then, 

is ‘pulled apart’ by claimants who refuse to allow their oral histories to be 

publicised in democratic reconciliatory discourses premised on ‘toleration’, 

models of dialogue, and ‘claims of justice that are offered only to be 

withdrawn.’30 Thus, Māori oral histories, testimonies collected in Tribunal 

reports and claims research, and Land Court Minute Books, are not 

supplementary to ‘public’ democratic history or open to just anyone in the 

public domain. Indigenous scholars have long asserted that their histories — 

especially in the public domain — are not freely available ‘without permission’ 

but require relationships built on trust, long-term commitment, and 

apprenticeship.31 This is not Shakespeare or rock‘n’roll, but an appreciation of 

New Zealand’s distinctive oral history landscape grounded in a specific 

historical relationship between Māori and Pākehā. Historians attuned and 

committed to this partnership in Aotearoa, might consider more closely the 

implications for public oral history practice, and how this might be better 

defined beyond unproblematised assimilative amateurism or academic 

 
27 Dalley and Phillips, ‘Introduction’, p. 18. 
28 Rachel Buchanan, ‘Decolonizing the Archives: The Work of New Zealand’s Waitangi 
Tribunal’, Public History Review, 14 (2007), p. 46. 
29 Miranda Johnson, ‘Honest Acts and Dangerous Supplements: Indigenous Oral History and 
Historical Practice in Settler Societies’, Postcolonial Studies, 8, 3 (2005), p. 273. 
30 Ibid. 
31 Winona Wheeler, ‘Reflections on the Social Relations of Indigenous Oral Histories’, in 
Walking a Tightrope: Aboriginal People and their Representation, ed. by Ute Lischke and David T. 
McNab (Ontario: Wilfred Laurier University Press, 2005), p. 203. 
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democratic impulses that ironically serve the same colonial master. Recently, for 

instance, the National Oral History Association of New Zealand discussed the 

need to update its ethical code to include indigenous perspectives. These ethical 

obligations articulate consent with an acknowledgement of tribal guardianship 

and te reo Māori, and require an engagement with the growing literature in iwi 

and indigenous scholarship that define oral history in New Zealand in explicitly 

Māori ways.32 While an engagement with ‘academic’ oral history is a part of this 

process, it is important to note that indigenous perspectives of oral history are 

not aligned with global academic definitions. Cree historian Winona Wheeler 

has emphasised this disparity in North America, where academic definitions of 

oral history as ‘planned tape recorded interviews’ are diametrically opposed to 

‘how most Indigenous peoples relate to recorded voices.’33 Rethinking public 

oral history in New Zealand requires a move beyond a Shakespeare and 

rock‘n’roll binary that is not only outdated, but unconsciously colonial-centric 

in its assumptions about the purpose, politics, and practice of oral history in 

Aotearoa. It also requires a careful reassessment of how historians define oral 

sources and oral history methods that include rather than marginalise Māori 

articulations regarding the form, politics and practice of oral history. 

 

ESCAPING THE CONFINES OF FORM AND METHOD 

Scholars in New Zealand and abroad have perpetuated limited views regarding 

the sources and archives they promote as typical to oral history. In a practice 

driven by life history interviews, oral recordings serve as the definitive source, 

often with little regard for other oral forms. International commentators have 

argued that it is the orality of the sources that makes oral history different. 

Alessandro Portelli, for instance, writes that ‘in the search for a distinguishing 

factor we must turn in the first place to the form’ which is ‘distinctively oral 

despite the use of transcriptions.’34 Conversely, some indigenous peoples 

 
32 Māori and indigenous peoples have been writing about issues of guardianship, history, and 
oral history for some time. See for instance, Rachel Selby, ‘Still Being Punished: Corporal 
Punishments Lifelong Effects’, in Māori and Oral History: A Collection, ed. by Rachel Selby and 
Alison J. Laurie (Wellington: National Oral History Association of New Zealand, 2005), pp. 74-
77; Alice Te Punga Somerville, Daniel Heath Justice and Noelani Arista’s special journal edition: 
Biography, 39, 3 (2016). 
33 Wheeler, ‘Reflections on the Social Relations of Indigenous Oral Histories’, pp. 194-195. 
34 Alessandro Portelli, The Death of Luigi Trastulli and Other Stories: Form and Meaning in Oral History 
(New York: State University of New York Press, 1991), p. 47. 
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consider orality more fluidly, where the form includes an interconnected oral, 

visual, and textual world, inextricably connected to living rituals, carvings, 

whakapapa books, and environments rich with mnemonic multi-sensory 

sources.35 Māori oral history has been thought of as not merely ‘first-hand’ 

digitally recorded encounters limited to the lifetimes of informants, but as 

‘kōrero tuku iho’ (stories handed down) transmitted across generations in highly 

developed art-forms and practices.36 Frequently, oral history accounts are found 

in written records, referred to by some as oral ‘texts’ or ‘literatures’, and by 

others as oral traditions or ‘standardised oral forms.’37 A wider appreciation of 

what counts as an oral source bridges the divide between oral historians and 

traditionalists who engage with orality but tend to accentuate their differences 

more than their similarities. These divergences are often ambiguous and frail, 

and tend to overlook the shared interests both sets of scholars have in memory, 

history, and narrative. Storytelling is one of the key intersections that also has 

resonance for indigenous peoples. For many native communities, storytelling is 

often a key feature in the orality of oral sources, driven by narrators and listeners 

implicated in the co-composition of memory in variously innovative ways.38 

These ‘sources’ or wellsprings of oral history are very regular public occurrences 

in New Zealand, and are dynamic performances of history expressed on marae, 

at schools, in national performing arts festivals, weddings, birthdays, and tribal 

and familial gatherings. Sometimes they are captured by television or private 

devices, but often they are experienced and passed on via osmosis, enhanced by 

regular and repetitive transmissions. Oral history, according to many Māori, is 

sung, performed, heard, learnt in ‘osmosis’, and as Derek Lardelli points out, is 

transmitted in ‘the art of speech making’ that has been passed down from 

 
35 Nēpia Mahuika, ‘Out of Sight, Out of Mind? The Significance of our Surroundings’, Oral 
History in New Zealand, 21 (2009), pp. 12-17. 
36 Bradford Haami, He Putea Whakairo: Māori and the Written Word (Wellington: Huia, 2004), p.15. 
Nēpia Mahuika, ‘Kōrero Tuku Iho’. 
37 Alessandro Portelli, The Text and The Voice; Jack Goody, The Power of Written Tradition 
(Washington and London: Smithsonian Institute Press, 2000); Walter Ong, Orality and Literacy, 
the Technologizing of the Word (London and New York: Methuen, 1982). 
38 This co-composition of narrative history is not only distinctive to Māori, but as Julie 
Cruickshank has observed, is normative in other native communities. She writes that ‘narrators 
who make sense of apparent archaic imagery are utilizing a traditional dimension of cultural life’, 
and ‘that storytelling is central to their intellectual tradition.’ Julie Cruickshank, ‘Myths as a 
Framework for Life Stories’, in The Myths We Live By, ed. by Raphael Samuel and Paul Thompson 
(London and New York: Routledge, 1990), p. 174. 
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generation to generation.39 In my tribe, the orality of oral histories and traditions 

are not lost in writing and print, but enhanced by it.40 Oral historians here might 

yet take more notice of living oral occasions and broader oral evidence as valid 

sources and expressions of oral history in Aotearoa. Tribunal oral histories, for 

instance, include ‘living’ oral evidence where researchers not only deal ‘with a 

dry record’ but with intergenerational witnesses who speak in a collapsed sense 

of time, past and present.41 Similarly, tribal compositions, as Ruka Broughton 

has asserted, ‘remained unaltered’ and contained ‘much that can be regarded as 

factual material, whether biographical, historical, [or] genealogical.’42 In the 

Native Land Courts, as Ann Parsonson has explained, what was left out of the 

transcriptions was often strategically significant.43 These forms of oral history in 

New Zealand are diverse, complex, flawed and fluid constructions negotiated in 

communities that have their own definitions about what constitutes the form of 

oral history. Local perspectives that see oral history as more than interviews 

struggle to align with powerfully positioned national expectations. The New 

Zealand Ministry for Culture and Heritage, for instance, funds community oral 

history projects only if they are based on ‘the recording and abstracting of oral 

history interviews.’44 Oral history workshops run regularly throughout the 

 
39 According to Herewini Parata, ‘they [the old people] sung mōteatea and the whakapapa’. You 
learnt, as he and Matera Collins argue, by osmosis. Oral history interview with Herewini Parata, 
26 January 2008. Interviewed by Nēpia Mahuika 28.08 – 28.30. Recording held by interviewer. 
Oral history interview with Materoa Collins and Tiawhe Musson, 10 July 2008. Interviewed by 
Nēpia Mahuika, Rec Two, 25.50 – 26.07. Recording held by interviewer. Oral history interview 
with Derek Lardelli, 18 December 2007. Interviewed by Nēpia Mahuika 18.09 – 18.49. 
Recording held by interviewer . 
40 Nēpia Mahuika, “Kōrero Tuku Iho”, p. 166. 
41 Johnson, ‘Honest Acts and Dangerous Supplements’, pp. 264-265. 
42 Broughton wrote that ‘conflicting opinions and dissension [in Māori oral tradition] do not 
necessarily blur the truth, rather it isolates the truth.’ Ruka Broughton, ‘Ko Ngaa Paiaka o Ngaa 
Rauru Kiitahi/The Origins of Ngaa Rauru Kiitahi’, (unpublished MA thesis: University of 
Victoria, 1979), pp. 5, 7. 
43 Ann Parsonson, ‘Stories for the Land: Oral Narratives in the Māori Land Court’, in Telling 
Stories: Indigenous History and Memory in Australia and New Zealand, ed. by Bain Attwood and Fiona 
Magowan (Wellington: Bridget Williams Books, 2001), pp. 29-40. 
44 Ministry for Culture and Heritage/Te Manatū Taonga, New Zealand, Terms and Conditions of 
Applications for NZOH Awards, <http://www.mch.govt.nz/funding-nz-culture/ministry-grants-
awards/new-zealand-oral-history-awards/terms%20and%20conditions>. [accessed 8 April 
2017].  
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country are also locked into a narrow focus on interviews as the essential form 

of oral history in Aotearoa.45  

 

A devout emphasis on interview recordings neglects a dynamic Aotearoa where 

the form of oral history is substantially more diverse. New Zealand oral histories 

are much more than simply sources to be heard, but are experiences to be had, 

found in multisensory interactions that open up oral history sources as 

sophisticated living forms. To understand the form of oral history it is important 

to unravel the multiple layers that lie beneath. These layers reflect the customs 

and protocols of communities, and collapse the divisions between oral and 

textual sources with an understanding that oral history occurs with significant 

use of mnemonic devices and aids. Widening our appreciation of oral sources 

makes it much clearer that the form and methods of oral history are inextricably 

intertwined. Where oral sources are inclusive of visual and multisensory 

dimensions, so too are oral history methods broader in scope than an emphasis 

on interview techniques. 

 

While the orality of oral sources has been emphasised as key to what makes oral 

history different, interviewing has likewise become the defining method in oral 

history. Don Ritchie, for instance, argues that oral history is essentially based in 

interviews, and as such does not include recorded speeches, personal diaries, or 

‘sound recordings that lack dialogue between interviewer and interviewee.’46 The 

rigidity of this perception is so strong that, according to Trevor Lummis, oral 

history has loosely been referred to as ‘the life history method.’47 In Aotearoa, 

Alison J. Laurie has pointed out that ‘not every recorded interview is an oral 

history, and that despite this some researchers still believe that what they are 

doing is oral history.’48 Oral historians here have a long way to go before a more 

definitive and clear picture of oral history methodology emerges. Interviewing, 

while popular, is simply one of many methods used to get at oral history 

 
45 Workshops conducted via the National Library, for instance in 2017 and in previous years, 
focus on ‘Recording Seriously’, whereby students are taught ‘interviewing techniques, and 
technical and legal issues.’ See <http://www.oralhistory.org.nz/>.  
46 Donald A. Ritchie, Doing Oral History: A Practical Guide, 2nd edition (New York: Oxford 
University Press, 2003), p. 19. 
47 Trevor Lummis, Listening to History: The Authenticity of Oral Evidence, p. 25. 
48 Alison J. Laurie, ‘Manufacturing Silences: Not Every Recorded Interview is an Oral History’, 
in Māori and Oral History: A Collection, ed. by Rachel Selby and Alison J. Laurie (Wellington: 
National Oral History Association of New Zealand, 2005), p. 78. 
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narratives. Those with sufficient language skills, connections, and cultural 

knowledge have been exploring other methods, noting new ways to engage in 

oral history practice and analysis. In a study of formulaic patterning in mōteatea 

(songs), for instance, Raukura Roa has argued that there is ‘compelling evidence 

of extensive use of formulaic themes, but also evidence of the use of formulaic 

structuring.’49 An analysis of the oral dimensions of waiata is another 

methodology whereby researchers engage in, listen to and observe oral history 

beyond co-constructed interviews. Like Roa, other researchers have also sought 

out their own articulations of oral history practice. In Australia, Wangkumara 

and Muruwari scholar Lorina Barker writes about ‘hangin’ out’ as a method used 

in formal and informal settings that immerses the participants in local rituals.50 

In her articulation, ‘hangin’ out and yarnin’ centres the culture and community 

in observing and listening to people’s stories and memories.51 Barker’s approach 

is similar to oral history research situations like wānanga in Aotearoa. Wānanga 

has been described as a common and culturally embedded methodology used 

by Māori researchers to gather, analyse and disseminate Māori oral history and 

knowledge.52 A wānanga approach often invokes traditional pedagogical 

practices for the transmission of narratives, but has also been used with groups 

beyond just tribal settings. As a verb, wānanga is about engaging in ‘the process 

of sharing’ and reflection that leads to the ‘creation of new knowledge.’53 For 

iwi, wānanga tend to draw on tribal protocols which are often oral and 

collective, and frequently include te reo Māori (language) in fluid group kōrero 

(storytelling) compositions. This is a specific kind of Aotearoa public oral 

history whose legitimacy has been overlooked. How can oral historians here 

speak of public oral history and overlook the significance of wānanga? Wānanga 

 
49 Raukura Roa, ‘Formulaic Discourse Patterning in Mōteatea’, (unpublished PhD thesis: 
University of Waikato, 2008), p. 204. 
50 Barker refers to Kerith Power’s ‘deep hanging out’, and its common use by anthropologists 
to describe the process of cultural immersion centred on ‘the idea that you best absorb a culture 
by being there and doing it’, by hanging out with people, and participating in their ‘daily 
activities’; cited in Lorina Barker, “Hangin’ Out’ and ‘Yarnin’: Reflecting on the Experience of 
Collecting Oral Histories’, History Australia, 5, 1 (2008), p. 09.3. 
51 Ibid., pp. 09.1-09.9. 
52 This approach is used by a wide array of Māori who run wānanga as sessions in which oral 
history is regularly a significant factor in the dissemination of local knowledge around land, 
water, genealogy, familial connections, tribal beliefs and ongoing community practices. 
Rangimarie Mahuika, ‘The Value of Oral History in a Kaupapa Māori Framework’, Te Pouhere 
Kōrero, Māori History, Māori People, 3 (2009), pp. 91-92. 
53 ‘Wānanga’, in Voices from Te Eke Panuku, Eke Panuku, Simultaneous Success trajectories, Eke 
Panuku resources. Online. See <http://kep.org.nz/resources>. [accessed 21 November 2017]. 
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is a distinctively native research methodology based on ‘an ancient process of 

learning that encompasses te reo and mātauranga Māori… [and] embodies a set 

of standards and values’.54 Māori geographer, Naomi Simmonds, has noted how 

wānanga offers ‘important insights into the construction and production of 

knowledge and to understandings of subjectivity, space and place.’55 As an oral 

history methodology, wānanga has adapted over time and is utilised in various 

ways now to maintain and disseminate historical knowledge.56 In methodologies 

like wānanga, ‘hangin’ out’, and formulaic readings of mōteatea, indigenous oral 

historians are illustrating not only the depth of the oral history archive, but the 

breadth of methods beyond life narrative interviews. 

 

Capturing and disseminating oral history is much more involved than merely 

the collecting of interviews. Being aware of how to read oral and visually 

dynamic worlds requires a multisensory approach — a ‘visceral’ methodology 

that caters ‘to the sensations, moods and ways of being that emerge from our 

sensory engagement with the material and discursive environments in which we 

live.’57 This requires a widening of our lens in order to reveal new forms, and a 

willingness to explore how we might make use of these sources. Oral history 

testimonies collected for the Waitangi Tribunal, for instance, need more work, 

as Green and Hutching have suggested, in order to develop more ‘sophisticated 

interpretive methods.’58 But how can this happen if public oral history in New 

Zealand fails to broaden its view beyond interviews and recordings? Expanding 

our vision of oral history is not simply a matter of adding new forms and 

methods alongside oral interviews, but needs a deeper rethinking of the politics 

of the discipline. 

 

 
54 Waitangi Tribunal, The Wānanga Capital Establishment Report (Wellington: Legislation Direct, 
1999), at 21. 
55 Naomi Simmonds, ‘Tū te turuturu nō Hine-te-iwaiwa: Mana Wahine Geographies of Birth in 
Aotearoa New Zealand’ (unpublished PhD Thesis: University of Waikato, 2014), p. 88. 
56 Rangimarie Mahuika, ‘This Oral History is Not a Democracy: We Talk, You Listen’, in Power 
and Democracy: The Many Voices of Oral History, Barcelona, Spain 9-12 July 2014.  
57 Robyn Longhurst, Lynda Johnston, and Elsie Ho, ‘A Visceral Approach: Cooking ‘at home’ 
with Migrant Women in Hamilton, New Zealand’, in Transactions of the Institute of British 
Geographers, 34, 3 (2009), p. 334, cited in Nēpia Mahuika, ‘Out of Sight, Out of Mind?’, p. 13. 
58 The need for more sophisticated interpretive frameworks is noted by Green and Hutching, 
Remembering, Writing Oral History, p. 4. 
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DECOLONISING THE POLITICS OF ‘PUBLIC’ ORAL HISTORY 

Public history plays a crucial role in New Zealand memory-making, and works 

as a site of significant political power.59 Graham Smith has observed that too 

frequently public history is ‘the history of the powerful and the victorious.’60 

Smith suggests that oral historians who question this power potentially enable 

‘a corrective to existing accounts of the past.’61 Memories can be ‘used and 

abused in public representation’, and for this reason tension between ‘the public 

right to know and the individual’s right to privacy is ever-present in oral 

history.’62 Oral histories in Aotearoa belong to communities, and despite their 

residence in public archives are not necessarily available for just any public 

project or person to plunder. This idea of ownership is not merely a Māori 

concept, but a well-rehearsed indigenous assertion. ‘To take a story and claim 

ownership without permission’, as Winona Wheeler has stressed, ‘is stealing.’ 

‘Indigenous copyright systems’, Wheeler writes, ‘are built on trust, and breach 

of that trust constitutes theft.’63 In New Zealand, Māori oral recordings and 

testimonies collected and held in public archives do not simply belong to the 

‘public.’ This is a tikanga, which dictates that another iwi person is not able to 

just ‘come along and talk about ‘your’ tribe in the same way it would be wrong 

for us to ‘go there and talk’ about them.64 The use of tribal oral history in public 

sources without some context and clarification from those to whom the 

knowledge belongs reflects poor research practice and potentially even worse 

research ethics.65  

 

 
59 Public oral history is, according to Smith, ‘a political activity.’ He writes that, according to 
Ludmilla Jordanova, public oral history “weaves moral discourses’, creating or sustaining 
historical narratives and that these moral and political dimensions are inseparable.’ Ludmilla 
Jordanova, History in Practice (London: Arnold, 2000), p. 137, as cited in Smith, ‘Toward a Public 
Oral History’, p. 430.  
60 Ibid., p. 431. 
61 Ibid. 
62 Alistair Thomson, ‘Fifty Years On: An International Perspective on Oral history’, The Journal 
of American History, 85, 2 (1998), p. 581. Selma Thomas, ‘Private Memory in a Public Space: Oral 
History and Museums’ in Oral History and Public Memories, p. 99. 
63 Wheeler, ‘Reflections on the Social Relations of Indigenous Oral Histories’, p. 203. 
64 Oral history interview with Apirana Tūahae Mahuika, 7 July 2009. Interviewed by Nēpia 
Mahuika, Rec. 3, 8.30 – 9.40. Recording held by inteviewer. 
65 Discussed more fully in Nēpia Mahuika, ‘New Zealand History is Māori History: Tikanga as 
the Ethical Foundation of Historical Scholarship in Aotearoa New Zealand’, New Zealand Journal 
of History, 49, 1 (2015), pp. 5-30. 
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What tikanga do public historians in Aotearoa have in place to ensure that oral 

histories kept in public archives are not exploited for public nation-making 

purposes? While oral historians proclaim a politics that democratises and gives 

voice to the silenced, indigenous peoples here might well ask: how are our voices 

amplified, and our political ambitions present, in these articulations of an oral 

history politics in New Zealand? For native peoples who struggle against 

national myths that prescribe collective memories of citizenship, democracy 

works as a destructive and controlling force rather than a liberating system.66 

The political purpose of oral history in these communities is not to democratise, 

but to decolonise, to disturb colonial discourse, and to account for our history 

and worldviews in ways that often disrupt myths of democracy rather than 

uphold them. Public oral history in Aotearoa New Zealand, then, rather than 

styling itself a democratic tool for nation-making, might better give voice to its 

own public by embracing a decolonial politics inclusive of Māori desires and 

articulations beyond the ghettos.67 

 

RETHINKING PUBLIC ORAL HISTORY IN AOTEAROA 

This essay has argued that a nation-making emphasis in public oral history is an 

expression of power that has relegated Māori definitions and aspirations to a 

subordinate ‘outside’ position. Oral historians who serve a nation-making public 

history, then, should think carefully about the colonial implications their work 

has for indigenous peoples. A rethinking of oral history that includes Māori 

sources, methods, and politics better reflects an Aotearoa ‘public’ committed to 

not just an amplification of oppressed voices, but a unified decolonial 

emancipatory desire.68 In doing this, oral historians should move beyond a 

 
66 Nēpia Mahuika, ‘Decolonizing Democracy: Oral History as Power and Self-determination in 
Indigenous Communities’, in Power and Democracy: The Many Voices of Oral History, 
Barcelona, Spain. 11 July 2014.  
67 Māori oral histories were reduced to fantasy, myth, and tradition by early ethnographers, and 
have been further ‘othered’ in the twentieth century from definitions of oral history maintained 
by oral historians today. They are definitions that marginalise Māori oral history in favour of 
interview recordings and methods which neglect the vast array of oral history sources and 
approaches that exist beyond these very limited perceptions. Nēpia Mahuika, ‘The Indigenous 
‘Truth’ of Oral History’. 
68 Rangimarie Mahuika has argued that ‘Māori and indigenous researchers have a unique and 
important contribution to the field of oral history’, and that oral history offers ‘varying 
opportunities’ to Māori research. ‘Oral history’, she contends, may ‘assist’ in the way Māori 
‘argue for individual agency, subvert collective constructions and understand collective 
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rock‘n’roll approach to oral history that ignores important analytical and ethical 

obligations. This, however, requires a deeper appreciation of oral sources in 

Aotearoa as far more complex than life narrative recordings. Likewise, oral 

history methods in New Zealand are much more diverse than a narrow focus 

on interview training, and can be experienced, recorded, and undertaken, in 

wānanga and other living contexts. Rethinking the form, practice and politics of 

public oral history, then, applies to New Zealand history generally. As long as 

oral history remains merely a mode of collecting New Zealand voices and 

testimonies, it does little to disrupt the march of colonisation. However, if oral 

history is conceived more broadly, there is potential to radically reframe the way 

New Zealand imagines its ‘public’. Just as there is no New Zealand history 

without Māori, there is also no public oral history without the significant 

inclusion of native voices. Recognising and including indigenous articulations 

thus requires a cognizance of how Māori are not just an addition, or sideshow, 

but are key stakeholders, founders, and ongoing practitioners, of a distinctive, 

historically deep, and culturally rich public oral history in New Zealand. 
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Traditional western historiography encourages the writer/researcher to take a 

distanced, objective stance. From this stance the writer/researcher becomes the 

dominant analytical voice in the resulting text. This commentary reflects on an 

alternative approach to writing history, an approach that is better positioned to 

give readers an opportunity to understand and perhaps empathise with 

individual experiences, be that as a facet of a wider event, or of an issue under 

inquiry. This is an approach which I used recently in the practice-led PhD I 

completed in 2016, where I used narrative as both method and text to explore 

how people with Scottish and Irish backgrounds, residing in Aotearoa New 

Zealand, lived out their cultural connection to their northern hemisphere 

homelands. A narrative inquiry, ‘Southern Celts: An Investigation of how 

People with a Celtic/Gaelic background live out their Traditions in Aotearoa 

New Zealand’ was planned as an exploration of the discursive construction of 

culture and identity.1 Over time however, I also came to understand the inquiry 

as an exercise in historiography. This commentary explores issues which relate 

to the practice of narrative as a contribution to more mainstream historiography, 

specifically the explicit presence of the researcher/writer in the text, and issues 

of memory and perceptions of truth. Finally I reflect on the importance of the 

reader or audience in narrative inquiry as an approach to history. 

‘Southern Celts’ is constituted by an artefact, and an exegesis analysing the 

process involved in the creation of the artefact. The artefact took the shape of 

a book of interviews. In selecting interviewees I was informed by cultural 

theorist Chris Weedon’s understanding of cultural identity as ‘neither one thing, 

nor static… constantly produced and reproduced in practices of everyday life, 

education, the media, the museum and arts sectors, the arts, history and 

literature’.2 Reflecting this, among the twenty-five interview narrators were 

business people, speakers and teachers of Gaelic; musicians, singers, writers, a 

documentary maker, a carver, a sculptor; sports people; a genealogist; a Treaty 

of Waitangi educator and two people who work in the museum sector. 

Participants’ interview narratives were rich in detail about themselves as 

individuals, their families and communities, geographical and cultural, as well as 

wider social and political issues from national and international perspectives. 

 
1 Celine Kearney, ‘Southern Celts: An Investigation of how People with a Celtic/Gaelic 
background live out their Traditions in Aotearoa New Zealand’ (unpublished PhD thesis: 
Victoria University, Australia, 2016). 
2 Chris Weedon, Identity and Culture: Narratives of Difference and Belonging (New York: Open 
University Press, 2004), p.155. 
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The narratives are represented as full-length interviews in the artefact, preceded 

by an essay which tells my own family story and my experience of living in 

Ireland. In the essay I ask what there is in this country now in concrete ways, 

and in the psyche of Kiwis, that could be a legacy of our Celtic/Gaelic forebears. 

I describe a series of my own road journeys around New Zealand in an attempt 

to answer this question, but I also reflect on some of the more problematic 

issues associated with personal and family narratives, observing that, 

memory is selective. The stories we are told about our past are often exactly 
that, stories that reflect the teller’s perceptions more than comprehensively 
recounting details of the event or of the individual. But that does not 
diminish the value of the stories.3  

The opening personal essay introduces the inquiry and also provides the frame 

for the interview narratives that follow. Each interview process followed the 

same set of questions, which were designed to encourage participants to reflect 

on Celtic/Gaelic influences in their past, present, and possible futures. 

Interviewee responses were diverse: some systematically addressed each 

question in turn, while others told their stories using other reference points; one 

read excerpts from her poetry and short stories, illustrating how integral these 

are to her sense of identity. These were integrated into her interview narrative. 

The explicit co-construction in narrative inquiry differs from traditional 

Western historiography. In ‘Southern Celts’ the artefact was co-constructed 

through the opening essay which positioned me as participant, as well as 

researcher and writer, alongside other interviewees. Each interview narrative 

was also an example of co-construction in that my questions were intentionally 

open-ended, which allowed interviewees to shape their responses.4 It was this 

process of co-construction that led to the inclusion of song lyrics and poems in 

some of the interview narratives. Although each interview was co-constructed 

in the present, each of the narratives was also rooted in the past; as narrative 

theorist Catherine Reissman describes, utterances carry ‘the traces of other 

utterances, past and present, as words carry history on their backs’.5 Narrative 

philosopher Paul Ricoeur’s understanding of historiography also supports the 

methodology adopted in ‘Southern Celts’. As Ricoeur writes, ‘it is always a 

 
3 Kearney, ‘Southern Celts’, p.11. 
4 As a participant I also gave my own opinion on a response to a question at times, which can 
be discouraged in more mainstream research. 
5 Catherine Reissman, Narrative Methods for the Human Sciences (Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2008), 
p.107. 
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community, a people, or a group of protagonists which tries to take up the 

tradition — or traditions — of its origins’ where ‘historiography is the passage 

into writing, then to critical rewriting of this primordial constituting of 

tradition’.6 Following Ricoeur, I view the ‘Southern Celts’ interview narratives 

as ‘a passage into writing’ of the living out of Celtic/Gaelic traditions here in 

Aotearoa New Zealand.  

‘Southern Celts’ narratives cover many of the same issues as Angela McCarthy’s 

more traditional and complex historiographic texts concerning the Scottish and 

Irish in New Zealand. McCarthy’s Personal Narratives of Irish and Scottish Migration 

1921-1965 utilises lengthy excerpts from letters; Scottishness and Irishness in New 

Zealand since 1840 utilises ‘insider and outsider’ perceptions of characteristics of 

Irish and Scottish identities in that she draws on the experiences articulated by 

Irish and Scottish individuals as well as a range of wider social observations.7 In 

contrast, interview narratives in ‘Southern Celts’ are universally ‘insider’ 

perspectives. While ‘Southern Celts’ explores the discursive construction of 

cultural identity, and McCarthy focuses on ethnic identity, we share a similar 

underpinning perspective in that both McCarthy and I believe that ‘identities 

have multiple and fluid meanings…. [which are] shaped and determined by the 

wider environment’.8 McCarthy suggests that more engagement with multi-

generational descent groups is necessary in the exploration of Irishness and 

Scottishness, echoing Canadian scholar (of Irish background) Donald Harman 

Akenson’s suggestion that a multi-generational approach has the potential to be 

more productive than a simple focus on ‘emigrant’ history.9 ‘Southern Celts’ 

interview narratives provide this in vivid detail, where a Waiheke Island-based 

sculptor of Irish background tells three generations of his family story: his 

father’s arrival in New Zealand, his own story of the influences of his father on 

his art, and one of his children who completed her PhD in Ireland and worked 

at University College Dublin before her untimely death. Another narrator, Ann 

Corry, owned Helean Kilts in Dunedin from 1989 to 2012, and tells a family 

story of Scottish great-grandparents through the generations through to her 

 
6 Paul Ricoeur, ‘Narrative Time’, Critical Inquiry, 7, 1 (1980), p.189. 
7 Angela McCarthy, Personal Narratives of Irish and Scottish Migration 1921-1965: ‘For Spirit and 
Adventure’ (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2007); Angela McCarthy, Irishness and 
Scottishness in New Zealand from 1840 (Manchester: Manchester University Press, 2011), p.6. 
8 McCarthy, Irishness and Scottishness in New Zealand from 1840, p.5. 
9 Ibid., p.11; Donald Harman Akenson, ‘No Petty People: Pakeha History and the 
Historiography of the Irish Diaspora’, in A Distant Shore: Irish Migration and New Zealand Settlement, 
ed. by Lyndon Fraser (Dunedin: Otago University Press, 2000), p.18.  
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own daughter. Charlie Dunn, former heavyweight champion boxer from Te 

Rarawa iwi in the Hokianga, starts with his Irish great-great-grandfather who 

married the daughter of a local chief, and speaks of the next five generations of 

his family. 

One of the distinctive features of a narrative inquiry like ‘Southern Celts’ is that 

— unlike in more traditional historiography — the narrator occupies the same 

three-dimensional space as the participants. This three dimensional frame: time 

(past, present and future), place, and the intersection of the personal and social, 

was developed by narrative theorists and educationalists D. Jean Clandinin and 

F. Michael Connelly.10 Within this narrative frame my story and those of other 

narrators in the artefact are equally ‘lived and told stories’.11 I explained how I 

was the granddaughter of three Irish-born grandparents and one Aotearoa New 

Zealand-born Irish-immigrant grandparent, whose father came from County 

Derry. I described my family’s journey to New Zealand and included excerpts 

from letters my maternal grandfather wrote to my grandmother while he was in 

New Zealand and she was still in Ireland. This allows the reader to gain insight 

into my background as an investigator and a participant, and how this might 

have influenced or shaped the artefact and exegesis. My identity as a ‘Southern 

Celt’ shapes my engagement as a researcher and writer, therefore there is no 

pretence of being an objective inquirer. Acknowledging all this breaks down the 

subject/object, self/society split of more traditional qualitative research and 

writing, and of traditional historical genres.12 The practice-led methodology 

enabled me to do this through using ethnographic and autoethnographic 

methods and insights.13  

Personal narratives have been criticised in academic research, such as by Paul 

Atkinson and Sara Delamount who have suggested that the use of 

autoethnography has led to unreflective use of personal accounts in qualitative 

research.14 If narrative methods are not used explicitly, and rigorously 

scaffolded, then there can be a perceived lack of reliability of personal memory 

 
10 D. Jean Clandinin and F. Michael Connelly, Narrative Inquiry: Experience and Story in Qualitative 
Research (San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 2000). 
11 Ibid., p.60. 
12 Deborah Reed-Danahay, Auto/ethnography: Rewriting the Self and the Social (Oxford: Berg, 1997). 
13 Robin Clair, Expressions of Ethnography: Novel Approaches to Qualitative Methods (Albany: State 
University of New York, 2003); Heewon Chang, Autoethnography as Method (Walnut Creek: Left 
Coast Press, 2008). 
14 Paul Atkinson and Sara Delamount, ‘Rescuing Narrative from Qualitative Research’, Narrative 
Inquiry, 16, 1 (2006), pp.164-172. 
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and consequently the perception of a lack of ‘truth’ in personal narrative. In 

response to such criticism, narrative inquirer Arthur Bochner describes the 

kinds of truth that stories of family record, or individual memories construct, as 

‘emotional, dialogic and collaborative’.15 In Donald Spense’s work on meaning 

and truth in psychoanalysis, he suggests the distinction between ‘narrative truth 

and historical truth’.16 Autoethnographer Tessa Muncey acknowledges this 

when she writes that shared family memories do not necessarily contain 

verifiable truth. She asks whether disagreeing about the details of an event 

should call a memory into question.17 For me these two truths can be held 

together, one not necessarily negating the other, because family and community 

stories help to construct our lives. They are important in their own right, despite 

inaccuracies of memory. 

Furthermore, as Ricoeur posits, narratives are constructed both within time and 

within memory.18 Building on this insight, narrative theorist Elliot Mishler called 

these chronological and non-chronological dimensions of time ‘the double 

arrow of time’ which encompasses the physical world and the world of human 

consciousness. For Mishler the double arrow is integral to the process of ‘how 

conscious and reflective persons re-present and re-story their memories of 

events and experiences’.19 For me these are reasons why co-constructive 

approaches to story-telling that preserve three-dimensional space are necessary. 

While any narrative may have a tendency to reify an individual’s life in the 

snapshot of the written narrative, the focus on time as one of three frames of 

narrative analysis requires the constant consciousness of time, and the 

consequent acknowledgement that the participant narrators’ lives may change, 

as might the researcher/writer’s, in the process of the inquiry. By the time I had 

completed the inquiry I felt grateful to have collected several interview 

narratives, as two of the participants had died and several had retired. I agree 

with Catherine O’Shea Miles who used oral history as a method in her research, 

 
15 Arthur Bochner, ‘On First-Person Narrative Scholarship: Autoethnography as Acts of 
Meaning’, Narrative Inquiry, 22, 1 (2012), p.161. 
16 Donald Spense, Narrative Truth and Historical Truth (New York: Newton, 1982). 
17 Tessa Muncey, Creating Autoethnographies (Los Angeles; London: Sage, 2010), p.102. 
18 Ricoeur, ‘Narrative Time’, pp. 180-81. 
19 Elliot Mishler, ‘Narrative and Identity: The Double Arrow of Time’, in Discourse and Identity: 
Studies in Interactional Sociolingustics, ed. by A. De Fina, D. Shriffin & M. Bamberg (Cambridge: 
Cambridge University Press, 2006), p.36. 
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and identified the challenge of recording individual histories ‘before the 

generation disappears forever’.20  

Having reflected on the explicit presence of the researcher/writer in the text, 

and related issues of memory and truth, the final issue I will focus on is the role 

of the reader. Readers are an influential component of narrative, as they bring 

their own experiences and understandings to the text, and long interview 

narrative allows them opportunities to do this. The reader or audience thus 

becomes a ‘co-participant’.21 Clandinin and Connelly suggest that the narrative 

inquirer does not prescribe general applications and uses, but rather creates texts 

which, when well done, offer readers a place to imagine their own uses and 

applications.22 Ken Plummer writes, ‘for narratives to flourish, there must be a 

community to hear… for communities to hear, there must be stories which 

weave together their history… [where] the one — community — feeds upon 

the other — story’.23 It is the community of readers then who carry these stories 

into the future, enriched through their own understandings. This narrative 

methodology offers mainstream historiographers opportunities to co-construct 

texts which potentially provide deeper insights into aspects of the identity of the 

narrator, and so an opportunity for readers to empathise with individual stories 

and their narrators, within the wider analytical frame of an inquiry. Readers too 

as ‘co-participants’ bring their own experiences and understandings to the texts, 

so adding further layers of insight. My aim for these narratives is for them to 

reach as wide an audience as possible, and echoing Bochner and Riggs I hope 

that readers will engage with the narratives and think with them rather than just 

think about them.24 

Celine Kearney teaches academic literacies to students with English as an 
Additional Language who are preparing for undergraduate and 
postgraduate studies. Based at the Centre for Languages at Wintec Institute 
of Technology, Hamilton, she is interested in the construction of cultures 
and identities, and also how this influences language acquisition. 

 
20 Catherine O’Shea Miles, ‘Irishtown: Hamilton East 1864–1940’, in The Irish in New Zealand: 
Historical Contexts & Perspectives, ed. by Brad Patterson (Wellington: Stout Research Centre, 
Victoria University of Wellington, 2002), p.149. 
21 Arthur Bochner and Nicholas A. Riggs, ‘Practicing Narrative Inquiry’, in The Oxford Handbook 
of Qualitative Research, ed. by Patricia Leavy (New York; Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2014), 
pp. 195-222. 
22 Clandinin and Conelly, Narrative Inquiry, p.42. 
23 Ken Plummer, Telling Sexual Stories: Power, Change and Social Worlds (London; New York: 
Routledge, 1995), p.87. 
24 Bochner and Riggs, ‘Practicing Narrative Inquiry’, p.207. 
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Amy Shuman, author of Other People’s Stories: Entitlement Claims and the Critique of 

Empathy, writes that ‘storytelling is an aspect of the ordinary’ yet ‘offers as one 

of its greatest promises the possibility of empathy, of understanding others.’1 

In a world of increasing intolerance the study of narrative and its ability to 

engender affective resonance and encourage societal change is imperative to 

our future wellbeing. This is partially due to the fact that narrative storytelling 

has the capacity to reflect and resonate with what literary theorist Arnold 

Weinstein calls our ‘indigenous lines of force’, or our inner selves.2 Narrative 

storytelling creates self-connectivity which helps reconfigure our perceptions 

of others and our potential futures. In order for this connectivity to occur the 

stories must strike a chord of universality, and be spread across diverse 

ecosystems of humanity. This connective ability is borne from the recognition 

that the global experiences of human existence — birth, death, suffering, our 

values and desires — are both highly personal and universal. When woven 

into narrative form, the sharing of these fundamental characteristics of human 

existence unite us. Despite the vast number of factors which seem to conspire 

to create distance and fear between us, they also arm us with a knowledge that 

despite the great complexities of being human, the ‘world is not random or 

chaotic but… it has pattern.’3  

  

One of the strengths of public history is its driving focus on the public’s role 

in the production and dissemination of history and the resulting reflection and 

positioning of one’s self and community within those narratives. Therefore, in 

a world described by theologian Carl Trueman as being in a state of ‘anti-

tradition’, we require public history texts to provide access to our place within 

the past.4 Or, as Marxist philosopher Marshall Berman wrote, in order to 

counter the effects of modernisation we must learn to ‘change the world’ that 

is changing us, by making it our own.5 In 1998 American cultural theorist 

Laura Berlant also wrote that the historical present ‘needs to find genres which 

 
1 Amy Shuman, Other People’s Stories: Entitlement Claims and the Critique of Empathy (Champaign: 
University of Illinois Press, 2005), p.5.  
2 Arnold Weinstein, Recovering your Story: Proust, Joyce, Woolf, Faulkner, Morrison (London; New 
York: Random House, 2007), p.26. 
3 Shuman, Other People's Stories, p.94. 
4 Carl Trueman, ‘Reckoning with the Past in an Anti-Historical Age’, Themelios, 23, 2 (1998), 
pp.5-21. 
5 Marshall Berman, ‘Why Modernism Still Matters’, in Modernity and Identity, ed. by Jonathan 
Friedman and Scott Lash (London: Blackwell, 1992). 
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enable its inhabitants to assess the relation of event to affect, of domination to 

creative life practices, of normativity to social imaginaries.’6 First-person texts 

are a genre which provides this affect, creativity and normativity within public 

history. Personal storytelling not only contributes alternate historical 

perspectives, or juxtapolitical narratives which run alongside texts of normative 

aspiration or conservatism, but through implicit expressions of universality it 

also has the capacity to form intimate public spheres of affect.7  

 

In The Female Complaint: The Unfinished Business of Sentimentality in American 

Culture, Berlant proposes that shared stories and universal modes of 

engagement and enjoyment produce an understanding between people and a 

sense of a public space which has qualities of intimacy.8 Her theory of the 

intimate public sphere proposes that affect and emotion produce a sense of 

belonging more viscerally than rational and deliberate modes of thought and 

being. Berlant’s intimate public spheres are created across media and physical 

borders to form a virtual space of belonging frequently devoid of any uniting 

physical ‘place’. Although we exist in a world where much of our work, 

entertainment and personal lives play out in cyberspace, our desire for 

community and belonging are as fervent as ever. Once it was ‘place’ which we 

claimed to be the starting point of our memories, hermetically sealed in space 

and time and accessible only to those privy to that specific place. However, 

due to our relatively new transitory existence we have become more accepting 

of the concept of global intimacy and we are cognisant that both what and 

how we remember is transferable across space and time. Narrative therefore 

takes an active role in personal identity and community creation regardless of 

physical space, allowing communities to flourish in cyberspace as fluently as 

they do in real time and space. 

 

Personal narratives, in their many raw and curated forms, are pervasive within 

the realm of public history, yet despite this there is scant published research on 

the potential affective responses to personal narratives and how they assist us 

with navigating the future. This article aims to address some of the potential 

humanitarian outcomes of personal narratives within the sphere of public 

 
6 Laura Berlant, ‘Intimacy: A Special Issue’, Critical Inquiry, 24, 2 (1998), p.281. 
7 Laura Berlant, The Female Complaint: The Unfinished Business of Sentimentality in American Culture 
(Durham: Duke University Press, 2008). 
8 Ibid. 
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history and attempts to illustrate how the telling and receiving of personal 

stories contribute to our thinking about the future and consequent decision 

making. It also reflects on how narrative acts to trigger memory and assist with 

memory building and reinforcement regardless of being grounded in any 

actual physical space — therefore narrative becomes a surrogate to specific 

geographic locale in triggering memory. 

 

It was while writing my Masters thesis in Museum Studies that I became 

increasingly interested in narrative’s ability to positively affect our perceptions 

of others. The more I thought about personal narrative as a generator of 

affect, the more I understood how personal and collective agency can be 

consolidated through exposure to stories involving diverse scenarios. This was 

apparent in the post-quakes Christchurch project High Street Stories where 

diverse stories worked to create an intimate public sphere amongst those who 

read or listened to them.9 In this way it became evident that narrative can act 

seamlessly as a surrogate for place in triggering memory and generating 

feelings of kinship. Through reflecting upon my own experiences of familial 

storytelling, a case study concerning High Street Stories, and a consideration of 

current contemporary practice and theory, this article sheds light on the ways 

in which exposure to a diversity of personal narratives across time and space 

has the potential to produce citizens who possess powerful cross-cultural 

understanding and humility – desirable outcomes for those working in the 

public history sector. 

 

THE STUDY OF NARRATIVE IN RELATION TO PUBLIC GOOD 

Academic Leo Hall writes that Walter Benjamin views information as ‘used to 

gratify immediate needs’ and that whereas ‘a narrative can remain timeless, 

information is only relevant in real time; information is unable to transcend 

time like a story can nor can it provide wisdom.’10 In 1936, in his seminal essay 

‘The Storyteller: Reflections on the Works of Nikolai Leskov’, Walter 

Benjamin wrote that a story differs from the transmission of information as it 

 
9 Heritage New Zealand Pouhere Taonga, High Street Stories, <http://www.highstreetstories>. 
[accessed 6 December 2017]. 
10 Leo Hall, The Storyteller. (Editing Modernism in Canada. Social Sciences and Humanities 
Research Council of Canada, nd). 
<http://modernistcommons.ca/islandora/object/yale:778>. [accessed 7 December 2017]. 
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‘does not expend itself’; rather, ‘it preserves and concentrates its strength and 

is capable of releasing it even after a long time.’11 Resembling ‘the seeds of 

grain which have lain for centuries in the chambers of the pyramids shut up 

air-tight’, he writes, they retain ‘their germinative power to this day.’12 It is this 

‘germinative power’ which provides personal narratives with their essential 

explosive immediacy and universality. According to Raymond Mar, a 

psychologist at York University in Toronto, there is little difference in 

narrative engagement between fictional and first-person narratives.13 The 

strength is in the story structure itself. Regardless of being fiction or fact, it 

appears that implicit experiences expressed as a story are more effective than 

an explicit argument. However, unlike fiction, first-person narratives have not 

been scrutinised to the same extent by neuroscientists, social scientists or 

literary theorists.  

 

Recently, the benefits of narrative storytelling, fictional and to a lesser extent 

personal, have been proven to be immense through the study of the social 

sciences, psychology and neuroscience. Until relatively recently affect and 

emotion have been derided as sentimental and unworthy of rigorous academic 

study. Shuman writes that ‘Storytelling in everyday life is measured by 

sincerity’, the same ‘grounds on which storytelling in everyday life is 

disparaged.’14 The recent work of neurohumanists, those who study the 

convergences between neuroscience and the humanities, in many ways 

provides a scientific validation for emotional responses to narrative texts both 

written and oral. In relation to the neurological connection between narrative 

and empathy, narratologist Suzanne Keen writes that ‘For the first time, brain 

images supporting the long-standing introspective account of empathy have 

been recorded.’15 

 

 
11 Walter Benjamin, ‘The Storyteller: Reflections on the Works of Nikolai Leskov’ in The Novel: 
An Anthology of Criticism and Theory 1900-2000, ed. by Dorothy J. Hale (Malden: Blackwell, 
2006), p.366. 
12 Ibid., p.366. 
13 Raymond Mar, 2012, cited in Christopher Graves, What the Vulcan Mind Can Teach Us 
(Ogilvy Public Relations, 2014) <http://www.instituteforpr.org/wp-content/uploads/IPR-
Blog-Graves-Behavioral-Comms-Part-3.pdf>. [accessed 6 December 2017]. 
14 Shuman, Other People’s Stories, p.7. 
15 Suzanne Keen, ‘A Theory of Narrative Empathy’, Narrative, 14, 3 (2006), p.211.  
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While transhumanists, such as American writer P.J. Manney, concern 

themselves with the negative consequences of the technological revolution — 

the plight of humanity’s waning empathy and connectivity with one another 

— neurohumanists such as Italian neuroscientist Vittorio Gallese and 

Associate Professor of English Hannah Chapelle Wojciehowski, have set upon 

the task of finding convergences between human experiences of narrative and 

our neurological disposition and innate desire for narrative structure.16 Both 

transhumanists and neurohumanists have uncovered sound sociological and 

neurological information indicating that narratives have an unprecedented 

ability in assisting with the development of our empathy and understanding of 

one another. 

 

Dubbed ‘Ghandi neurons’, these neurological pathways, discovered in the 

mid-1990s and more formally known as mirror neurons, assist with empathic 

responses for the characters of narrative or for those we witness in emotional 

situations.17 Essentially, on hearing or viewing affecting experiences we present 

a neurological mirror of the character or narrator. However, it is not merely a 

vicarious experience, as brain sensors reveal that our neurological wiring 

responds exactly as it would if we were experiencing the act itself, in turn 

making us feel for the characters we view or hear. 

 

Narrative’s ‘promise’ of transcending mere storytelling and moving into the 

realms of affect and consequent pro-social behaviour is primarily driven by 

our neurological response to the narrative itself. However, the extent to which 

we engage emotionally with fiction and nonfiction narrative is dependent upon 

a variety of personal and interpersonal factors, the key components being a 

wide range of life experiences and/or previous exposure to narrative 

storytelling.18 The latter illustrates that through continued exposure to diverse 

 
16 P. J. Manney, ‘Empathy in the Time of Technology: How Storytelling is the Key to 
Empathy’, Journal of Evolution and Technology, 19, 1 (2008), pp.51-61; V. Gallese and H. 
Wojciehowski, ‘How Stories make us Feel: Toward an Embodied Narratology’, California 
Italian Studies, 2, 1 (2011), pp.1-35.  
17 Being Human, V. S. Ramachandran on ‘Gandhi Neurons’. The Fascinating Connections Between 
Brains (2013) <www.beinghuman.org/article/v-s-ramachandran-gandhi-neurons>. [accessed 6 
December 2017]. 
18 Julianne Chiaet, Novel Finding: Reading Literary Fiction Improves Empathy (Scientific American, 
2013). <https://www.scientificamerican.com/article/novel-finding-reading-literary-fiction-
improves-empathy/>. [accessed 6 December 2017]; Emy Koopman, ‘Empathic Reactions 

http://www.beinghuman.org/article/v-s-ramachandran-gandhi-neurons
http://www.beinghuman.org/article/v-s-ramachandran-gandhi-neurons
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narratives we can increase our sphere of inclusivity, producing a sense of 

shared compassionate citizenship which has the potential to manifest itself as 

pro-social behaviour.19 

 

In the 1930s Walter Benjamin predicted what Transhumanists now fear: the 

death of narrative storytelling as a result of technological change.20 Benjamin 

wrote that ‘the ability to exchange experiences is dwindling’ because 

experience has ‘fallen in value.’21 Transhumanists and narrative theorists assert 

that the decline of personal narrative storytelling is due to a mass influx of 

technology and self-selected media, loss of traditional forms of 

communication and ‘the death of the novel.’22 The fear of Transhumanists is 

that we will become a species without empathy. Consequently, the role of 

storytelling via personal narrative has become of paramount importance. 

Testament to this is the global success of social media as a tool to disseminate 

real life stories in their many forms, particularly those which deal with the 

struggles and successes of minority and marginalised peoples. 

 

Having risen to wider public prominence during the ‘democratisation of 

history’ in the 1960s, personal narratives provided an insider perspective often 

at odds with the official historical view.23 Myriad alternative histories of and by 

marginalised and minority groups were produced after this time, many of 

which were based on personal narratives. Oral history began to function as a 

means of representing the unrepresented; including issues such as women’s 

rights, racial issues and unionist struggles. These projects, along with the 

flourishing New Journalism in the United States, worked to uncover 

subcultures previously considered ahistorical or unworthy of official 

 

after Reading: The Role of Genre, Personal Factors and Affective Responses’, Poetics, 50 
(2015), pp.62–79; Howard Sklar, ‘Believable Fictions: On the Nature of Emotional Responses 
to Fictional Characters’, Emotions: Implications for Literary, Linguistic and Translation Studies, 5 
(2009), np. 
19 Susan T. Fiske, Look Twice (Greater Good Magazine, 2008) 
<http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/look_twice>. [accessed 6 December 2017]; 
Suzanne Keen, ‘A Theory of Narrative Empathy’. 
20 Benjamin, ‘The Storyteller’ 
21 Ibid., p.366.  
22 Ibid.  
23 Paula Hamilton and Linda Shopes, Oral History and Public Memories (Philadelphia: Temple 
University Press, 2008). 

http://greatergood.berkeley.edu/article/item/look_twice
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documentation.24 They also provided an alternative to the white, European, 

male, heterosexual voice previously monopolising historical production. 

Echoing Carl Trueman, Mary Hess, and Jesuit philosopher Michel de Certeau, 

Paul Thompson observes that, ‘oral history… thrusts life into history itself’, 

allowing ‘heroes not just from the leaders, but also from the unknown 

majority of people... in short it makes for fuller human beings.’25  

 

PORTALS OF CONTEMPORARY PUBLIC HISTORY STORYTELLING: 

HIGH STREET STORIES 

According to John Bodnar the ideal form of public history is one which shares 

‘beliefs and ideas’ and one which is enacted between the ‘social structures’ as 

the exchange of views, as opposed to authoritatively telling its audience how 

to think about historical matters.26 Oral and personal narrative storytelling as a 

community-focused history cannot be underestimated in its ability to shape 

and lead ‘compassionate citizenship’.27 This ‘compassionate citizenship’ is at 

times more necessary than others. When the necessity for community healing 

arises it often occurs spontaneously through the generating, propagating and 

politicising of personal narratives from within the community. The purpose of 

the latter is to remember the past in order to survive an altered present and to 

progress into an uncertain future. This was the case in Christchurch after the 

Canterbury earthquakes. 

 

In 2012, after the devastating impact of the Canterbury Earthquakes on the 

city of Christchurch, as part of my role at Heritage New Zealand I produced 

High Street Stories, a digital repository of images, text and audio clips located on 

 
24 Leading New Journalists included Joan Didion, Norman Mailer, Tom Wolfe, and Truman 
Capote. 
25 Trueman, ‘Reckoning with the Past in an Anti-Historical Age’; Mary Hess, ‘Mirror Neurons, 
the Development of Empathy, and Digital Storytelling’, Religious Education, 107, 4 (2012), 
pp.401-414; de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life; P. Thompson, The Voice of the Past, (New 
York: Oxford University Press, 2009), p.12. 
26 John Bodnar, Remaking America: Public Memory, Commemoration, and Patriotism in the Twentieth 
Century (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1992), p.15 as cited in Tatyana Y. Kosyaeva, 
Shawn M. Rowe, and James V. Wertsch, ‘Linking Little Narratives to Big Ones: Narrative and 
Public Memory in History Museums’, Culture and Psychology, 8, 1 (2002), p. 99. 
27 Anna Poletti, ‘Coaxing an Intimate Public: Life Narrative in Digital Storytelling’, Continuum 
Journal of Media and Cultural Studies, 25, 1 (2011), p.73.  

https://www.researchgate.net/researcher/32793981_Tatyana_Y_Kosyaeva
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a map of the High Street Precinct, Christchurch.28 The project is both web-

based and virtual, consisting of over one hundred geo-tagged stories on a 

three-dimensional augmented reality interface presenting the demolished 

historic streetscapes. Covering personal stories, anecdotes and historical 

information under nine themes (Architectural Heritage, Regeneration, Culture, 

Yarns, Ngai Tahu, Trade, Social History, Archaeology and the Red Light 

District), the multi-media portal was developed as a celebration and 

remembrance of the social history of place and people. The project was 

produced with the idea of compassionate citizenship at the forefront and the 

objective was to create a portal of historic and contemporary stories in 

perpetuity for diverse audiences, both local and global. The purpose of the 

High Street Stories website was to trigger remembrance, to create collectivity, 

and to soothe the pain of loss. Its purpose was also to bring to the fore the 

value of built heritage and storytelling — for Cantabrians, New Zealanders 

and those visiting the site remotely. Through participant research as part of my 

Masters thesis I sought to understand how listeners responded to the stories in 

terms of their connectivity to characters, their own emotions to aspects of the 

city’s history, and to place.29 

 

The inhabitants of Christchurch comprise an intimate public sphere and a 

fictive kinship through the experience of the earthquake and through an 

existing knowledge of the cityscape. Since the earthquakes, this kinship has 

been noticeably broadened and strengthened. American historian Jay Winter 

calls those who collectively ‘share the imprint of history on their lives’, and 

who are ‘bonded not by blood but by experience’, ‘memory activists’ or ‘fictive 

kin’. 30 They are like an intimate public who have endured an historical event 

together. 

 

Berlant explains how an ‘intimate public sphere’ occurs when: 

 
28 The Christchurch High Street Precinct comprises the streets between Litchfield in the 
north, Madras Street in the east, St Asaph in the south and Manchester to the west. 
29 Zoe Gabrielle Roland, 'The Affective Resonance of Personal Narratives: Creating a Deeper 
Experience of Identity, Humility and Historical Understanding' (unpublished MA thesis: 
Massey University, 2017). 
30 Jay Winter, ‘Remembrance and Redemption’, Harvard Design Magazine, 9 (1999) as cited in 
Shelley Hornstein, Losing Site: Architecture, Memory and Place (Ashgate, 2011), p. 18. 
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a market opens up to a bloc of consumers, claiming to circulate texts and 
things that express those people’s core interests and desires. When this 
kind of ‘culture of circulation’ takes hold, participants in the intimate 
public feel it expresses what is common among them, a subjective likeness 
that seems to emanate from their history and their ongoing attachments 
and actions.31  

Although Berlant’s theory of an intimate public presents a cynical view of 

modern belonging as being generated via ‘a market’, she says, over time this 

intimate public sphere provides a ‘permission to thrive’, a ‘permission to live 

small but to feel large.’ Berlant’s feminist perspective of small, niche worlds of 

mothers, the sexually marginalised and of women who crave sentimentality 

can be replaced with those whose ‘small life’ stories have become personal 

historical narratives — those who lived or worked in a particular area, who 

worked in a certain job or shared a similar experience. These are small worlds 

validated and made large through their stories as a magnifying glass of public 

acceptance. As de Certeau asserted, these are ‘the tactics of consumption, the 

ingenious ways in which the weak make use of the strong’, thus lending ‘a 

political dimension to everyday practices.’ Similarly, Berlant would call this 

juxtapolical - everyday lives which ‘mark out non-political situations’ which are 

‘lived as a space of continuity and optimism and social self-cultivation.’32 She 

says that it is possible for the affective and intimate public sphere to seek ‘to 

harness the power of emotion to change what is structural in the world.’33  

 

By telling stories like those shared in High Street Stories we expand our zones of 

intimacy, bringing to the fore the propensity to engage our sense of humility 

and therefore to propel change. The Christchurch community was bonded 

strongly by the events over those difficult and tumultuous years and people 

connected across cultures, suburbs and socio-economic zones. The 

universality of having experienced suffering or acknowledging and recognising 

it as a global phenomenon is powerful in its ability to generate humility and 

pro-social activity.  

 

 
31 Berlant, The Female Complaint, p.5. 
32 Ibid., p.10. 
33 Ibid., p.12. 
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One response consistent across the participants in the group was the tendency 

to reflect on their own lives and their own — often forgotten — narratives in 

relation to the High Street Stories. Through this process of remembering their 

lived experiences, no matter how removed they were, geographically or 

temporally from the narrative, they felt their own individual ‘lines of force’, or 

identity. As one participant said, I ‘remembered who I was, who I thought I 

was and wanted to be at that time.’ This linking of one’s personal narratives 

and experiences to public history narratives has been documented widely in 

both oral history theory and in research on public history interpretation.34 

However, there is less research on the broad range of collective benefits which 

stem from making meaning through connecting one’s own stories to those of 

others. By bridging the gap between ourselves and others, both historically and 

contemporarily, emergent xenophobia can be subconsciously reassessed and 

potentially deconstructed.  

 

In the case of High Street Stories it appeared that both listening and recounting 

their own stories was affecting and cathartic, allowing participants to grieve for 

the city, while also making concrete participants’ sense of self in relation to 

their own narrative experiences stored in the unconscious. Life narrative 

studies show the importance of telling, and revisiting or reevaluating our life 

stories in order to cognitively develop, and coherently order our personal 

identity.35 Abrams states that an inability to ‘create a sense of historical 

continuity in a life story, linking events and experiences to each other and to 

events in the social world’ can indicate an ‘underdeveloped sense of self or 

even the existence of a personality disorder.’36 Psychotherapist Michele 

Crossley believes that depression frequently stems from an ‘incoherent story’, 

an ‘inadequate narrative account of oneself’, or a ‘life story gone awry.’37 

Without mental well-being and a strong self-narrative an individual’s ability to 

understand and empathise with others can be severely compromised. But how 

 
34 Lynn Abrams, Oral History Theory (London; New York: Routledge, 2010); Kosyaeva et al., 
Linking Little Narratives to Big Ones. 
35 T. Habermas and S. Bluck, ‘Getting a Life: The Emergence of the Life Story in 
Adolescence’, Psychological Bulletin, 126 (2000), pp.748-769. 
36 Abrams, Oral History Theory, p. 38. 
37 Michele Crossley, Introducing Narrative Psychology: Self, Trauma, and the Construction of Meaning 
(Buckingham: Open University Press, 2000) as cited in Jonathan Gottschall, The Storytelling Animal. 
How Stories make us Human (Boston; New York: Mariner Books, 2012), p.175. 
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do we ensure our own narratives continually bubble to the surface of our 

consciousness in order to generate well-being through self-awareness? We 

listen to, reflect upon and recite our own narratives and fine tune who we are 

in relation to the world and the people we interact with virtually or in real 

space and time. 

 

Research conducted by neuroscientist Marc Lewis on high suicide rates among 

Native communities in Western Canada uncovered that many youths from this 

community, in contrast to other communities, were unable to formulate 

coherent narratives of their lives.38 The psychological necessity of being able to 

narrate an autobiographical chronology which defines one’s identity can, 

especially in the case of Lewis’s research, literally be a matter of life or death. 

Therefore seeing ourselves and others like us represented within history, and 

knowing our own story, is fundamental to well-being. In the online E-Tangata, 

Pacifika and Māori storytellers pen predominantly first-person stories which 

explore what it means to be Māori or Pacifika in a colonised and multicultural 

New Zealand.39 The tagline on Bridget Williams Books’ text The Best of e-

Tangata is ‘Stories help us make sense of who we are and who we want to be.’40 

Like High Street Stories, these digital Māori and Pacifika stories become public 

history and a trigger for public commentary and rich debate creating collective 

histories, identities, and tactics to navigate the future. E-Tangata has actively 

formed an intimate public sphere of New Zealanders who see the value of 

Māori and Pacifika stories as essential to ‘who we are and who we want to be.’ 

The comments section of the online magazine clearly identify the community 

belonging to this public sphere of affect. In a country with a staggeringly high 

suicide rate, the role of public history and sharing personal narratives — in 

contrast to the saccharine facebook and celebrity stories of wealth and success 

— is essential. These challenging, often confrontational local stories, which 

reflect our own experiences should not be seen as an additional media extra 

 
38 Charlotte Grimshaw, Books: Elena Ferrante, Finlay Macdonald, and Me, Me, Me — An Essay by 
Charlotte Grimshaw. The Spinoff. <http://thespinoff.co.nz/28-10-2015/books-elena-ferrante-finlay-
macdonald-and-me-me-me-an-essay-by-charlotte-grimshaw/>. [accessed 7 December 2017].  
39 See E-Tangata: A Māori and Pacifika Sunday Magazine <https://e-tangata.co.nz/>. 
40 The Best of e-Tangata, ed. by Tapu Misa and Gary Wilson (Wellington: Bridget Williams 
Books, 2017); The e-Tangata Book: Our stories, Our voices, E-Tangata: A Māori and Pacifika 
Sunday Magazine <https://e-tangata.co.nz/news/the-etangata-book-our-stories-our-voices>. 
[accessed 7 December 2017]. 

http://thespinoff.co.nz/28-10-2015/books-elena-ferrante-finlay-macdonald-and-me-me-me-an-essay-by-charlotte-grimshaw/
http://thespinoff.co.nz/28-10-2015/books-elena-ferrante-finlay-macdonald-and-me-me-me-an-essay-by-charlotte-grimshaw/
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for a niche audience but must become an integral part of our diverse media 

channels. 

 

Just as E-Tangata brings intangibles such as language loss to the fore and 

bringing the past tangibly into the present for future generations, High Street 

Stories is an attempt to construct the essential ‘triggers’ of remembrance. 

Shelley Hornstein, the author of Losing Site believes that once architecture is 

removed or destroyed — as in the case of post-earthquake Christchurch — 

these triggers ‘must exist in the physical world for the recall to carry on into 

future generations.’41 Essentially High Street Stories was a vehicle to tell the 

historic first-person narratives which, previously implicit within signage, 

architecture and personal landmarks, had been disposed of after the 

earthquake. By reinstating these memories, both online and in-situ via the 

geotagged stories and augmented reality app., the project becomes ‘the trigger’ 

for remembrance. The website and augmented reality app. aims to situate 

stories within real time and space, but also to be effective virtually, as a 

reminder that despite natural and architectural changes a place is still deeply 

imbued with its history. Just as individuals are products of their life narrative, 

these stories both connect us to that history of place more generally and solicit 

a humble and humanitarian response which bodes well for future thinking 

about civic decision-making such as the historic importance and role of public 

spaces after demolition or natural disaster.  

 

Positioning the past in relation to the future in this way is not a new concept. 

In the Māori world, Ka mua, Ka muri (we walk backwards into the future). 

Māori are humbled and educated by the stories and strengths of their tūpuna 

whose abilities to influence the future move seamlessly across space and time. 

Shuman writes that ‘small-world stories exemplify the blurred boundaries 

between the everyday and the exceptionally meaningful’ and that a universal 

humanitarian connection occurs firstly through making the ordinary 

profound.42 The ordinary becomes profound when we find meaning in 

narrative which has the capacity to positively affect the future. 

 

 
41 Hornstein, Losing Site, p.5. 
42 Shuman, Other People’s Stories, p.93. 
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When the universality of human experience and the true societal impact of 

historical decision-making is illustrated via narrative storytelling we are 

provided the raw material for cross-cultural, societal and generational empathy 

for the future decision making of individuals in everyday life.  

 

MAKING BETTER FUTURES THROUGH COUNTERFACTUAL 

NARRATIVE 

As creators of global intimacy defying geographic boundaries or normative 

consumer aspirations, first-person narratives bode well for effective and 

positive future decision-making. Through their subjectivity, personal narratives 

are like legends, essential for cultural evolution. Or as Shuman writes, ‘The 

small world story could be considered an everyday correlate to the fairy tale; 

they share some structural characteristics, and both refer to fate’.43 Michel de 

Certeau asserts that ‘whereas historiography recounts in the past tense the 

strategies of instituted powers, these ‘fabulous’ stories offer their audience a 

repertory of tactics for future use.’44  

 

Similar to Berlant’s theory of an intimate public sphere, de Certeau states it is 

the depiction of the everyday and the rising up of the anti-hero which allows 

human connections to these historical forces due to the inevitable driving 

universality of everyday events entwined within them. Where normative 

expressions or aspirations detract from our ‘everyday’ experiences being 

represented as meaningful, the stories provide counterfactual thinking to use 

and to find meaning within. Indeed the ‘repertory of tactics for future use’ is 

powerful when utilised effectively, and can contribute to our cultural 

evolution.45 

 

British academic, philosopher and writer on ethics and aesthetics, Peter Goldie 

argues that counterfactual thinking — where remembering a crucial moment 

of an event and thinking of potentially more advantageous outcomes which 

result in feelings of regret — can provide a foundation for better decision 

 
43 Ibid. 
44 de Certeau,The Practice of Everyday Life, p. 24. 
45 Ibid. 
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making for both the teller and the listener.46 Goldie claims the technique of 

counterfactual thinking is used to assist with planning, making better choices, 

and learning from our mistakes, asserting that this type of narrative thinking 

which arises naturally at times of regret helps us make ‘new reflectively 

endorsed self-governing policies’ allowing us to see ‘ourselves as agents who 

persist over time.’47 Part of this agency not only exists through reflecting on 

our own stories but through exposure to and learning from the stories of 

others and literary forms of all kinds: fiction, biography and autobiography, 

featuring counterfactual narrative. They allow us to see the humanity in others, 

to see that it is human nature to feel regret or remorse and that we can learn 

from our own mistakes and those of others.48 This is where first-person 

narratives have the potential to usurp the constructs and subsequent effect of 

fictional literature, to present what fiction, recounted chronological history or 

historical fiction fail to deliver. They provide the opportunity for narrators to 

express their perceptions of an event or situation to powerful effect by being 

able to ‘see’ and experience the world in a deeper, less myopic way — the 

story becomes like a book with multiple endings, whereby the listener uses 

their own experiences and moral code to navigate their way through and 

construct their own moral or emotional end point.  

 

A powerful humanitarian example of counterfactual thinking and the role of 

narrative reflection in empathy production and future decision making is the 

famous quotation delivered by Robert Oppenheimer, the former technical 

director of the Manhattan Project, producer of the atomic bomb. In an 

interview regarding the Trinity explosion, Oppenheimer admitted that after 

witnessing the first successful nuclear test on July 16, 1945, a quote from the 

Hindu scripture Bhagavad-Gita entered his mind: ‘Now I am become death, 

the destroyer of worlds.’ This revelation about his role in this dark and 

enduring historical decision, and the deep public regret he voiced repeatedly 

 
46 Peter Goldie ‘Narrative Thinking, Emotion, and Planning’, Journal of Aesthetics and Art 
Criticism, 67, 1 (2009), p.100. 
47 Ibid., p.104. 
48 Ibid. 
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until his death in 1967, was then, and remains now, a warning to humanity 

about the perils of disregarding future consequences.49  

 

Goldie asserts that the characters in literary narratives are not like us, in that 

within some genres of fiction ‘heroes rarely have any indication of cowardice 

within the recounted action or in their presumed past.’50 This provides a 

stronger case for recipients of subjective yet truthful nonfiction personal 

narratives and the ability to reflect upon a counterfactual narrative as being 

arresting and affecting, and most importantly relevant and helpful to the lives 

of the audience. 

 

The political strategies of banning and destroying texts and imprisoning, 

exiling and executing academics, agitators and artists who speak out against a 

political regime through their personal experiences and ideologies is testament 

to the power of personal first-person narratives in creating collective intimate 

public spheres and in reconsidering the present in view of the future. Muzzled 

during Communism, a surge of oral history projects in the early 1990s in 

Eastern Europe appeared after the fall of the Iron Curtain which provided 

perspectives counter to those to which the world beyond had access. The 

Czech writer, dissident and post-Communist President Vaclav Havel observed 

how the singular story perpetuated by state socialism prior to the fall of 

Communism reduced personal lives to ‘undifferentiated stereotypes and 

formulaic accounts’, as these lives were subsumed by a collective historical 

tale, which silenced all other narratives.’51 Havel said, ‘The uniqueness of the 

human creature became a mere embellishment on the laws of history, and the 

tension and thrill inherent in real events were dismissed as accidental and so 

unworthy of the attention of scholarship.’52 

 

My own grandparents escaped across the Hungarian border to Austria days 

after the Russians ‘liberated’ the East from the Nazis. While living in Hungary 

during the Second World War they fought in the Resistance, hiding Jewish 

 
49 James Temperton. 'Now I am Become Death, the Destroyer of Worlds', The story of Oppenheimer's 
Infamous Quote (Wired, 2017) < http://www.wired.co.uk/article/manhattan-project-robert-
oppenheimer>. [accessed 9 August 2017]. 
50 Goldie, ‘Narrative Thinking, Emotion, and Planning’, p.105 
51 Vaclav Havel as cited in Ye Sang, The People on the People’s Republic, ed. by Geremie R. Barme, 
and Miriam Lang (California: University of California Press, 2006). 
52 Ibid., p. x. 
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friends in their attic working to thwart the progress of the Nazis. Years after 

their escape, and living in various displaced peoples’ camps across Europe, 

they were accepted for a refugee work settlement scheme in Australia. Worlds 

away from my own children’s comfortable middle-class lives, this family story 

provides my children with empathy and tools for future use. Firstly, they 

understand the immense bravery of their great-grandparents (my grandmother 

pregnant and with two small children); their desperation to live free from the 

oppression of a totalitarian regime, desperation so great that to be killed while 

escaping was no worse than to be sent back to live under an ‘unacceptable’ 

rule of Communism.53 Secondly, the story broadens my children’s experience 

of the world. They now know when they hear about ‘those refugees’ — those 

nameless, faceless dehumanised refugees, the millions of Syrians flooding 

Europe — that they are in fact ‘just like us’ and we were ‘just like them’, and 

their predicament is not self-inflicted nor is it to be ignored. They also know 

that it was the indigenous people of the New South Wales backcountry who 

took care of their ancestors, offering them friendship and help in assimilating 

into their new country. Thirdly, and possibly most importantly, this story 

illustrates to my children the power that individuals have to create change. 

These stories are not only about passing on family history, they are a tool to 

encourage collective strength through affect, and to instill in the next 

generation the pride and self-determination of their ancestors.  

 

On the other side of the European continent, my father-in-law also 

experienced the Second World War. He once told me of his mother and her 

twin sister running with him to the air raid shelters in London during the Blitz. 

What he recalls most vividly whilst running through the streets with his 

mother and aunt, was not their distress and alarm or the bombs or fear, but 

the fact that they concocted games to lessen his fear. When listening to this 

story it is difficult not to feel emotional, not solely because it is emotionally 

wrenching for Robert to recount, but because of the bravery and selflessness 

of putting one’s own fears aside to protect another human being. The depth of 

his appreciation of them is evident in his emotional retelling. The universal 

elements of this story are many-fold; compassionate trickery, motherhood, 

sisterhood, fear, the veil of childhood innocence, survival and the pleasures 

and protection of childhood naivety. This story resonated with me the first 

 
53 Zoe Roland, Personal communication with J. Roland (1989). 
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time I heard it. However, later it became the story I drew upon when, during 

the many violent earthquakes in Christchurch, I had to put my own fears aside 

to preserve a sense of calm and normality for my then two young children. 

Robert’s story had given me an historical picture of London during the Second 

World War, passing on to future generations a profound and affecting 

moment from his childhood, yet most importantly, his story instils in listeners 

a value, a practical tool of self-preservation and protection for the future to 

add to one’s ‘repertory of tactics for future use.’54 In relation to this, Shuman 

writes that by choosing not to subvert ‘oppressive situations’, ‘appropriation 

can use one person’s tragedy to serve as another person’s inspiration and 

preserve.’55 

 

These family stories work in tandem to provide inspiration and preservation in 

times of difficulty. Although the two stories come from opposing sides of the 

European continent and their tellers spoke different languages, were of 

different religious denominations and from very different socio-economic 

backgrounds, their stories unite them as our determined ancestors. They are 

both stories which present the universal experiences of war, childhood, 

protection, fear and parenthood and are stories my children will carry with 

them when confronted with difficulty and prejudice. They are experiences 

which have evolved into personal narratives, transported across the world over 

generations, providing examples of universality, historical understanding and 

identity, and gifting a deeper meaning to our past, our current existence and to 

aid in strengthening our resolve for the future. 

 

According to Princeton University professor and psychologist Susan Fiske, it 

is possible to broaden our human reach in the real world through exposure to 

a diversity of characters in narrative.56 Furthermore, it is possible to develop 

altruistic actions and pro-social behaviours based on the empathy one feels 

from exposure to fictional and real life stories of others. Narratologist Suzanne 

Keen writes that once this act of inclusion has occurred, what follows may be 

‘less blaming’, ‘increased cooperation’, ‘improved action’ and ‘less fickle 

helping’, essentially altering not only our views but also our behaviour. 

 
54 de Certeau, The Practice of Everyday Life. 
55 Shuman, Other People’s Stories, p. 5. 
56 Fiske, Look Twice. 
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Furthermore Keen writes that empathy has the capacity to motivate increased 

cooperation in conflict situations, and improved actions on behalf of needy 

individuals and members of stigmatized groups.’57 The role of narrative in 

changing perceptions is of particular relevance in a world where ethics and 

empathy relating to ‘the feared other’ seem to be waning. Exposure to the 

narratives of others allows us to ‘flex our empathy’ muscle.58 Rather than 

looking for clues as to how to navigate the future within what Trueman calls 

the ‘anti-tradition’ of contemporary culture, empathy and more ethical 

perspectives can be awoken by personal narratives, unmasking and altering our 

potentially inherent fear of ‘otherness’. 59  

 

Fiske positions her research as a picture of how we can better appreciate the 

ways in which forms of segregation and bias, such a race, gender, or sexual 

orientation, can perpetuate themselves and that through desegregation — 

storytelling, creating opportunities for people to work and play together — we 

feel less fear for those who are different to us, and over time we are more 

likely to develop empathic feelings and possibly undertake pro-social 

behaviour toward them.  

 

CONCLUSION 

As Marxist cultural theorists Berman and Berlant agreed, we need to create 

genres and strategies to engender connectivity, reflection and understanding of 

one another to counter the negative effects of modernity, such as the 

demolition of historic places of memory and the stories which trigger those 

memories.60 With adequate time and space and through the process of 

engagement, recognising universality and the development of ‘in-group’ 

expansion we are able to gain a new perspective on the shared past and future 

and what it means to be a globally compassionate citizen.  

 

The ability to deliver considerably more than small world stories running 

parallel to larger historical narratives, make personal narratives key 

 
57 Keen, ‘A Theory of Narrative Empathy’, p. 255. 
58 Manney, ‘Empathy in the Time of Technology’. 
59 Trueman, ‘Reckoning with the Past in an Anti-Historical Age’; Fiske, Look Twice. 
60 Berman, ‘Why Modernism Still Matters’; Berlant, ‘Intimacy: A Special Issue’, p.281. 
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protagonists in the toolkit of effective Public History dissemination. These 

stories of domestic and personal life, such as my own family’s narratives 

relating to World War Two, have the capacity to provide a unique socio-

historical perspective which extends our social and historical ‘zones of 

intimacy’ in ways which official historical texts cannot.61 Personal narratives 

possess a richness through an ability to bring issues and events ‘closer to the 

historical original’ through the detailed articulation and emotional realities of 

life. Through the voices of diverse populations’ history and the recipients of 

that history, a globally intimate public sphere, have much to gain.62  

 

Through universality, immediacy and affect, small personal narratives such as 

those in High Street Stories illuminate the richness of personal stories. Through 

this experience of universality the generating of empathy and humility can 

change our perceptions of positive future progression. Thompson advocates 

that, ‘history should not merely comfort, it should provide a challenge, and 

understanding which helps towards change.’63 The personal experiences of the 

past articulated as both emotional and subjective, provide historical realities we 

can learn from to forge a more humanitarian future – one which is focused on 

the wellbeing of its citizens and one in which both history and humanity gain 

immeasurably. 

 

 

 

Zoe Roland recently returned from Europe to undertake the role of Senior 
Public Programmes Curator at the National Library of New Zealand Te 
Puna Mātauranga o Aotearoa. Having undertaken numerous projects 
focused on first-person storytelling in her earlier role at Heritage New 
Zealand Pouhere Taonga, in 2014 she developed and produced the High 
Street Stories website (www.highstreetstories) and augmented reality app. 
which features stories from Christchurch’s High Street precinct prior to its 
demolition following the 2010–2012 Canterbury Earthquakes.  

 
61 Hess, ‘Mirror Neurons, the Development of Empathy, and Digital Storytelling’, p. 143. 
62 Thompson, The Voice of the Past, p. 5. 
63 Ibid., p. 23. 
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The Sausage-Seller’s Tale 

The scarcity of goods in early Wellington certainly benefitted storeowner Henry 

Martineau. Customers flocked to his Lambton Quay store. And the 

distinctiveness of his stock facilitated its ready identification after Martineau’s 

store was burgled in June 1842. Suspicion fell on sausage-seller James Beckett. 

When Martineau’s man Thomas Bryson and a constable searched the little tent 

on the beach that Beckett shared with his wife the suspect could not explain 

why he had some goods that were recognisably Martineau’s in his possession. 

More stolen property — plaid shawls, a pair of shoes, and a jacket — turned up 

in a box Beckett had allegedly secreted at his neighbour’s house. Found guilty 

of stealing, Beckett was sentenced to transportation for seven years to Van 

Diemen’s Land (now Tasmania). He was shipped there on the Portenia, 

becoming one of at least 110 convicts transported from New Zealand to Van 

Diemen’s Land between 1843 and 1853. 
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The Coiner’s Tale 

Shortly after Anne Massey tried passing counterfeit coin to an unnamed Māori 

woman in July 1850, Corporal Hazlitt and Constable Trafford arrived with a 

warrant to search the Masseys’ home at Freemans Bay, Auckland. As they rifled 

through carpenter Joseph Massey’s workshop, the alarmed man was seen 

throwing something outside. However, the officials soon recovered the object 

— a half-crown mould — as well as moulds to make coin of other 

denominations, and 20 sixpenny pieces wrapped in brown paper. The officials 

also unearthed a bag of counterfeit coins from the Masseys’ yard. Joseph 

Massey’s attempt to bribe Hazlitt and Trafford to stay quiet if he dobbed in his 

wife and paid them £50 failed. Ultimately Anne was let off, while Joseph became 

one of at least 110 convicts transported from New Zealand to Van Diemen’s 

Land (Tasmania). Massey died in hospital at Launceston just two years into his 

14 year sentence. 
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Otago gold rush: haiku edition.  

 

Eighteen sixty-one 
Read’s discovery begins 
Otago gold rush. 
 
Mining parties formed 
Four to six men, goldfields chums 
Mateship and support. 
 
Claims pegged out, tents pitched 
Goldfields become Canvastown 
Dunedin expands. 
 
Extremes of climate 
Snowy winters, dry summers 
Diggers persevere. 
 
Work hard, play harder 
Raising spirits with spirits 
But not all found kin. 
 
‘Mad as a hatter’ 
Bondlessness turns him insane 
Lonely and forlorn. 
 
Mining for riches 
While the fortunate flourish 
Most find only dirt. 
Women; wives and whores 
Commonly camp followers 
Gender imbalance. 
 
The realm of white men 
Dominance of Pākehā 
Māori seldom seen. 
 
Chinese gold miners 
Invited to the province 
Though shunned and abhorred.  
 
Earnings sent back home 
Considered sojourners, yet 
Many settled here. 
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Short-lived but intense 
Gold fever spreads with a spark 
Otago’s bounty. 
 
Increased migration 
Provincial prosperity 
Colonial growth. 
 
Influence of gold 
Part of New Zealand’s story 
Often overlooked. 
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Waimakariri 

A concrete model of the Waimakariri stretched lazily through Bury and 

Mountfort’s Gloucester Street office. The dark blue river drifted on for five feet, 

worked to a scale of eight inches to the mile. In February 1868 Christchurch 

experienced partial flooding when the Waimakariri rather unexpectedly broke 

its banks. Benjamin Mountfort’s model was shaped in response, with overflow 

demarcated from river proper by a lighter blue, and red lines marking out 

proposed new embankments.  

In Unto this Last: Four Essays of the First Principles of Political Economy, John Ruskin 

compared the wealthy to pools of dead water, at best useless while a stream 

flowed, at worst a risk in which people could drown. A poorly guided stream 

moreover, fed only the roots of evil.   

Mountfort’s copy of Unto this Last was bound in a rich emerald green cloth, his 

name scratched onto the title page in black ink, dated ‘1868’. 
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‘Some Extraordinary Evidence’ 

On 12 February 1894, at the Princess Hotel in Wellington, the jury returned a 

verdict of accidental death following the decease of eighteen-month-old George 

Femmell.  

On 3 February Mrs Emma Femmell administered an unmeasured dose of 

Freeman’s Chlorodyne to treat a bruise on her son’s forehead. On 8 February 

the child was found dead in his bed, and a post-mortem examination of the 

body indicated narcotic poisoning. The attending doctor calculated that the 

child had been given 15–20 drops of medicine. While the coroner acknowledged 

that Mrs Femmell may have been unaware that Freeman’s Chlorodyne was 

stronger than other brands, she did know that a proper dose was 2–3 drops, for 

the family had lost two other children, aged ten and eleven weeks, under similar 

circumstances. 

According to the label on the bottle, Chlorodyne ‘may be taken by Old and 

Young, at all hours and times, according to the directions’. 
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A Bowling Fracas.  

Hamilton, 5 July 1926 — Tension erupted last evening in the tightknit 

organisation that is the South Auckland Bowling Centre. Harsh words were 

exchanged, and the dispute over the scheduling of the pennant tournament at 

Easter next year threatens to intensify the ever- simmering hostilities between 

the Cambridge and Hamilton clubs. Financial consequences aside, the 

fundamental argument about whether the bowls council is owed the collective 

loyalty of its members or should be a servant of their interests, could be applied 

to many of our local community relationships.  

13 September — In an update to our earlier report, the bowling quarrel has been 

resolved. The Centre Chairman, faced with a deadlock and while his home club 

from Thames supported the Centre’s plan, rightly cast his deciding vote to 

uphold the previous status quo. Sport, and lawn bowls in particular, has once 

again provided a demonstration of a regulated and orderly society. 
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A Peacock Blue Velvet and Brocade Dress 

Miss Jane Deans, arrayed in her late grandmother’s frock, became a walking 

embodiment of pastoral heritage. It was the 30th of January 1940. A red tartan 

bustle dress, flashes of rose pink satin, a delightful feathered headdress and 

sweeping green surah. One hundred years of women’s fashion was paraded 

tritely on the backs of the countrywomen in the Centennial Exhibition hall. Miss 

Deans was joined by Mrs Harbut in Anne Dixon’s 1862 hand-embroidered 

cream muslin bridal gown.   

Mrs Goulter was unimpressed.   

When Canterbury’s Mrs Goulter had designed a countrywomen’s pageant for 

the Centennial Exhibition in 1938, she had envisaged a theatrical extravaganza; 

scenes depicting women on whaling ships, aviatrix Jean Batten, and Member of 

Parliament Elizabeth McCombs. To her chagrin, Mrs Goulter’s proposed 

pageant had been turned down by the Country Women’s Co-ordinating 

Committee, to be replaced with Miss Jane Deans in a peacock blue velvet and 

brocade dress. 
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Phoenix: a brief ode to a briefer triumph. 

Attributed to a belligerent cohort of Auckland university students led by editor 

James Betram, and publisher Bob Lowry, the short-lived Phoenix periodical 

(1932-33) reimagined NZ’s literary voice in line with critical thought and an 

unwavering belief in intellectual debate as its defining characteristic. 

Set out to discover a new literary tradition, Phoenix was a self-professed work in 

progress, openly experimenting with lino-cuts and controversial socialist 

content. This delightfully indignant periodical functioned as the intellectual’s 

soapbox, espousing disillusionment with war and the subsequent depression. As 

contributor J.C. Beaglehole wrote ‘we gaze on hopeless stars, we are lost.’ 

Truly, Phoenix denotes the beginning of a literary revolution: its resistance 

toward a tradition of romantic writing abandoned sentimentality in exchange 

for harsh social commentary and intelligent criticism. However fleeting, Phoenix 

embodied the disillusionment of a post-war nation and paved a path for polemic 

engagement across the arts. 
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Nuclear Free New Zealand 

Throughout the 1970s nuclear testing took place in the Pacific. In response 

many New Zealanders adopted an anti-nuclear stance. People also opposed 

visits by nuclear powered American warships. Those ships may also have been 

nuclear armed. 

In 1985 a Greenpeace ship, the Rainbow Warrior, was visiting Auckland. It was 

due to lead a fleet of boats to Muroroa Atoll to protest against French nuclear 

testing. Instead on 10 July French government agents bombed the Rainbow 

Warrior. One crew member drowned. This action damaged the relationship 

between New Zealand and France. It also strengthened the anti-nuclear 

movement. 

People continued to protest. On 8 June 1987 The New Zealand Nuclear Free 

Zone, Disarmament, and Arms Control Act passed. New Zealand became 

nuclear free. The United States reclassified New Zealand as a friend, rather than 

an ally.  

Debate about being nuclear free continues. However, 30 years on New Zealand 

remains nuclear free. 
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Parvati 

Only the bones of this female skeleton have been articulated, for she cannot 

voice her own history, and it is unlikely that she had any choice in her fate. 

Formerly used at Tokanui Hospital (1912–1998) for teaching purposes, this 

specimen is likely to have been sourced from India. The bones are held together 

with wire and small metal springs, now rusted. The jaw, slightly misaligned, is 

missing several teeth, and the drooping right shoulder needs to be lifted back 

into place. Above the narrow pelvis, brown residues of adhesive have stained 

the swell of the ribcage. A bolt through the top of the skull allows the skeleton 

to be suspended and displayed on its metal stand. 

Moved on after the closure of Tokanui, Parvati still offers silent lessons in 

anatomy and mortality. 

Despite India’s ban in 1985 on the importation of human bones, international 

trade in this commodity still continues. 
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In the interdisciplinary thesis ‘Neighbours at Puhoi River’, I demonstrate how 

a cross-cultural dual biography of two relatively obscure players in history can 

deepen analysis and understanding of nineteenth-century Aotearoa New 

Zealand. By reconstructing and juxtaposing the life narratives of an indigenous 

leader, Te Hemara Tauhia (1815–1891), and a European colonist, Martin 

Krippner (1817–1894), I shed light on a range of historical phenomena from 

both Tāngata Whenua and Pākehā perspectives, notably the perspective of 

Pākehā who were not British. ‘Neighbours at Puhoi River’ touches on themes 

ignored, or mentioned only briefly, in previous histories associated with 

nineteenth-century Aotearoa New Zealand and the Austrian Empire, and it 

reveals the complexity of a shared history. With this thesis, I engage in a 

dialogue between Māori and Pākehā, seeking to challenge stereotypes and 

generalisations based on lack of information and understanding of historical 

and cultural contexts. Such a purpose or function in writing cross-cultural 

biographies can be summarised with Richard Holmes’ argument that 

biography ‘might teach us simply to understand other people better, and 

hence, through “the other”, ourselves.’1 

 

In June 1863, Martin Krippner, a former captain in the Austrian Imperial-

Royal Army, led a group of 82 German-speaking immigrants from Bohemia to 

the mouth of the Puhoi River, about 40 kilometres north of Auckland.2 Here, 

the local rangatira, Te Hemara Tauhia, and members of the Ngāti Rongo/Te 

Kawerau hapū of the Ngāti Whātua iwi awaited the Bohemian settlers and 

carried them in their waka up the river to a small clearing in the bush. Two 

nīkau whare offered a first shelter for the rangatira’s new Pākehā neighbours. 

Left in isolated hilly terrain covered in dense rain forest, the Bohemians would 

have starved if Tauhia and his people had not provided food and guidance on 

how to survive in this unfamiliar environment. To this day, the descendants of 

the Bohemian immigrants honour Tauhia as a supporter and friend of their 

ancestors. However, despite their efforts for the Puhoi community, both 

Tauhia and Krippner are held in low regard by their own descendants. Tauhia 

is blamed for having sold most of his hapū’s land while keeping the proceeds 

 
1 Richard Holmes, 'The Proper Study', in Mapping Lives: The Uses of Biography, ed. by Peter 
France and William St. Clair (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2004), p. 17. 
2 Bohemia is now part of Czech Republic. 
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of the sales for himself. Krippner is accused of mercenary motives in initiating 

a special settlement under the Auckland Provincial Government land grant 

scheme and subsequently leading his fellow Bohemians into war in the 

Waikato, where Krippner was commissioned captain in the Waikato Militia. 

To ascertain whether or not these accusations are justified, or whether 

Tauhia’s and Krippner’s legacies have been traduced in contemporary 

memory, was one of my central goals in this thesis. 

 

The first biographical account of Martin Krippner was published in 1923 by 

Father Vincent Silk, the then Roman Catholic priest of Puhoi.3 In 2003, Paul 

Goldsmith, historian and biographer of ACT party founder and leaders Alan 

Gibbs, John Banks, and Don Brash, published the first book-length biography 

of Te Hemara Tauhia.4 Both authors portrayed their protagonists as greedy, 

selfish leaders rendered incapable by their personal flaws of creating 

‘sustainable incomes’ and of fulfilling their respective commitments towards 

the Puhoi community. It is important to hold persons in leadership positions 

accountable for their actions. However, the circumstances under which Silk 

and Goldsmith respectively wrote those narratives suggest that they may have 

manipulated Tauhia’s and Krippner’s biographies and used the two historical 

figures for hidden ideological agendas. The images created by Silk and 

Goldsmith may have influenced the currently shared views of Tauhia and 

Krippner, offered up as scapegoats for moral dilemmas, both within the 

Pākehā and Māori communities of the Puhoi region and beyond. 

 

In undertaking meticulous research utilising previously overlooked archival 

material in New Zealand, Germany, Czech Republic and Austria, I was able to 

show that the images created by Silk and Goldsmith were not upheld by the 

evidence I found. ‘Neighbours at Puhoi River’ identifies the social, economic 

and political structures of colonisation and capitalism that provided the 

circumstances leading to Ngāti Rongo/Te Kawerau’s loss of ancestral lands 

and to the Bohemian settlers’ struggle in the midst of dense rainforest and 

subsequent enticement into the Waikato War. Acting like a prismatic tool, this 

 
3 Daniel Vincent Silk, A History of Puhoi: An Historical Narrative of the People of Puhoi. Dedicated to 
the Pioneers Living and Dead (Dunedin: Tablet Printing & Publishing Co, Octagon, 1923). 
4 Paul Goldsmith, The Rise and Fall of Te Hemara Tauhia (Auckland: Reed Publishing, 2003). 
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cross-cultural dual biography uncovers forgotten or repressed aspects of 

Aotearoa New Zealand’s history. In particular, the thesis draws attention to 

the plans of the New Zealand government to introduce thousands of German 

military settlers who were to be placed as a buffer along the frontier between 

British settlements and the so-called ‘hostile’ Māori. In ‘Neighbours at Puhoi 

River’, I was able to shed light on the hidden political agenda of the Austrian 

Novara expedition of 1857-1859 and the roles played by the German scientists 

Sir Julius von Haast and Dr Ferdinand von Hochstetter in promoting New 

Zealand as a destination for German emigrants. Also coming into view were 

Tauhia’s support of the Kotahitanga movement and his involvement in the 

reconciliation process between the government and the Kīngitanga; the 

forgotten episode of the Waikato prisoners of war held on the hulk Marion and 

their subsequent escape from Kawau Island; and the situation in which 

Waikato Militia soldiers found themselves after the government stopped pay 

and provisions a year earlier than stipulated in militia contracts.  

 

With this cross-cultural dual biography I followed Peter Gibbons’ call for 

researching and conceiving history in Aotearoa New Zealand from a ‘world 

history perspective’.5 Likewise, I contribute to a recent historiographical 

emphasis on writing ‘de-centred histories’, which, according to Natalie Zemon 

Davies, includes narrating ‘local stories and cultural crossings within a global 

world.’6 By recapturing the voices and visions of Tauhia and Krippner, their 

names can be cleared of false accusations. It is now possible to see that both 

men had great facility and potential as cultural envoys for a peaceful and 

prosperous co-existence; their contributions to the Puhoi community and 

beyond might be honoured posthumously.  

 
Anne Eddy was born in former East Germany. After the 1989 revolution, 
she studied sociology, psychology and Romanian language in Berlin and 
Bucharest, specialising in ethnic identity and interethnic relations. In 1998 
Anne moved to Aotearoa New Zealand where she completed studies in Te 
Reo and Tikanga Māori. She is working as a translator and interpreter. 

 
5 Peter Gibbons, ‘The Far Side of the Search for Identity: Reconsidering New Zealand 
History’, New Zealand Journal of History, 37, 1 (2003), p. 40. 
6 Natalie Zemon Davies, ‘Decentering History: Local Stories and Cultural Crossings in a 
Global World’, History and Theory, 50, 2 (2011), p. 188. 
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For several days after the Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa’s 

major commemorative exhibition, Gallipoli: The Scale of Our War opened on the 

museum’s second floor in April 2015, the line of people waiting to get in filled 

the large open space outside the exhibition’s entrance, went down the stairs, 

out of the museum’s front door, and continued for some distance across the 

public square outside. With a limit of 200 people allowed inside the relatively 

small space at any one time, the queue was both long and slow. But people 

persevered, and during the exhibition’s first ten days 20,000 people visited. 

Over the following twelve months, more than 700,000 people attended, and 

by Anzac Day 2017 the total attendance figure had reached more than 1.3 

million — well over three times the number to have attended any other 

temporary exhibition at New Zealand’s national museum. The exhibition runs 

until April 2019. 

However, numbers alone do not tell the full story of the exhibition’s 

popularity. According to surveys conducted by Te Papa, 99.93% of visitors 

describe themselves ‘satisfied’ with their experience, and 87% have been 

‘extremely satisfied’.1 With very few exceptions, the comments that attendees 

have left on Te Papa’s online feedback portal are positive, with many 

describing powerful and sometimes overwhelming emotional reactions.2 The 

exhibition has also received some critical acclaim, winning the ‘Best 

Exhibition: Metropolitan Social History’ award, alongside the Auckland War 

Memorial Museum’s Taku Tāmaki, at the 2016 New Zealand Museum Awards.  

Why has this example of public history attracted such enormous attention? 

Part of the answer must lie in the almost exalted status that Gallipoli already 

holds in the public mind, and in New Zealand’s orthodox national narrative. 

According to that narrative, the military catastrophe that occurred at Gallipoli 

helped transform New Zealand from a British colony to a distinct nation with 

its own identity and characteristics. The Gallipoli campaign and the people 

who participated in it are commemorated in annual ceremonies that are rivaled 

perhaps only by Waitangi Day in terms of their solemnity and the level of 

public participation. In this context, it is tempting to view the public reaction 

to this exhibition as a pilgrimage not unlike the trip that thousands of New 

 
1 ‘Te Papa Marks a Record Year for Gallipoli: The Scale of our War’ 
<https://www.tepapa.govt.nz/about/press-and-media/press-releases/2016-news-and-media-
releases/te-papa-marks-record-year-for> [accessed 11 August 2017]. 
2 <http://messages.gallipoli.tepapa.govt.nz/> [accessed 12 August 2017]. 
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Zealanders have made over the years to Gallipoli itself. Inevitably, the 

question arises about the degree to which such pilgrimages might be 

influenced by a desire to connect with the national narrative, or even conform 

to it. While the question is an important one, caution must be exercised against 

underestimating the deeply-held personal connections that many people feel 

towards Gallipoli. Many of the comments left on Te Papa’s website refer to 

relatives who died at Gallipoli, were injured there, or who survived and 

brought their trauma home with them. 

The other notable theme that emerges in the comments of attendees is the 

almost universal admiration for the exhibition’s technical achievements. These 

are largely attributable to Weta Workshop, who partnered Te Papa in 

designing and constructing the exhibition. Particular praise is reserved for the 

six massive and meticulously detailed sculptures of New Zealand soldiers, 

doctors, and nurses around which the exhibition is organised. However a wide 

range of other display techniques are used, including interactive multi-media 

stations, large murals, miniature models, animated dioramas, contemporary 

artefacts, video projections, archival images, recordings of interviews with 

Gallipoli veterans, reproductions of stereoscopic photographs taken at the 

time, and interpretive texts. There is also a comprehensive online component 

that provides further information about the displays, along with teaching 

resources and access to a series of short ‘behind-the-scenes’ films in which 

historians, designers, musicians, and artists involved in the exhibition discuss 

their creative processes and motivations. 

However, perhaps the most arresting feature of the exhibition — and one that 

cannot be communicated through a screen — is its powerfully immersive 

nature. In order to maximise the small space available, the displays are 

arranged along what is effectively a passage that twists and turns back on itself. 

A line on the floor serves to guide the viewer and provide a timeline of key 

events. At regular intervals, the passage is punctuated by small, dark, circular 

rooms that house the sculptures and further amplify their size by obliging 

viewers to view them from no more than three metres’ distance.  

The obvious inference of this arrangement is to the trenches and dugouts of 

Gallipoli. This is reinforced with the inclusion of full-scale reproductions of 

soldiers’ quarters, firing stations, and latrines, and more subtly through wall 

and floor coverings that depict soil and pebbles. Together, the labyrinthine 

arrangement, imposing sculptures, dim lighting, and overbearing horror of the 
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exhibition’s content combine to disorientate and discomfort. This effect is 

entirely intentional. Te Papa’s Chief Executive has described the exhibition’s 

intent in terms of a wish to ‘immerse the visitor in the sights, sounds, and 

emotions of the war’.3 While no-one would claim that this exhibition, or any 

other, could replicate in the viewer the emotions experienced by soldiers at the 

time, there is no doubt that it induces a powerful response. Does the 

exhibition achieve this stated objective to the exclusion of other, arguably 

more worthwhile, purposes?  

While my immediate reaction to this exhibition was largely emotional, the 

more enduring response has been one of unease at the degree to which that 

emotional response was prescribed. At one level, the use of cutting-edge 

cinematic tools, which have reached a level of sophistication such that they 

can genuinely deceive the senses, almost serves to deprive the viewer of 

choice. As the centrepieces of this exhibition, this effect is most apparent with 

the larger-than-life sculptures. The stark realism, imposing size, and dramatic 

arrangement of the figures almost demand empathy. The cinematic soundtrack 

that pervades the exhibition further guides the viewer’s responses.  

On some occasions the ‘cinematography’ of the exhibition breaks down, but 

these moments only serve to make the gulf between depiction and reality 

clearer, and by doing so, emphasise the degree to which the exhibition is 

managing, and even manipulating the viewer’s experience. A particularly 

jarring example is a display of a soldier’s uniform which, in contrast to the 

large sculpture that precedes it, is reproduced at life-size. In even starker 

contrast, however, the uniform is suspended in mid-stride without a body to 

support it. The hat floats above an invisible head and no hands emerge from 

the sleeves. This creates an uncomfortable sense that the spectacular, larger-

than-life depiction is not only overshadowing the mundane, life-sized reality, 

but supplanting it. This sense was only heightened when I learned later, 

through one of the behind-the-scenes films, that the ‘hyper-realistic’ models 

(as Weta describes them) in fact depict actors and members of Weta’s staff, 

rather than any of the eight real-life participants upon whom the exhibition is 

ostensibly focussed. In the film, Weta’s head Sir Richard Taylor explains that it 

 
3 ‘Te Papa and Weta Workshop open Ground-breaking Gallipoli Exhibition’ 
<https://www.tepapa.govt.nz/about/press-and-media/press-releases/2015-news-and-media-
releases/te-papa-and-weta-workshop-open> [accessed 7 August 2017.]  
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was felt ‘in some ways inappropriate’ to depict the real participants.4 However 

he also notes that the use of actors allowed Weta to employ the digital motion-

capture technology that forms the basis of its model-making process. The 

results of this process — highly accurate depictions of actors posing as 

historical figures — therefore blur (or perhaps loop) the line between fiction 

and reality. As such, ‘hyper-realistic’ is an entirely appropriate term. However, 

I couldn’t help but feel deceived, and while it is possible that the use of actors 

was noted somewhere in the exhibition itself, during three visits I failed to 

notice it.5 I also cannot help but wonder whether, if this was made clear, 

people would have reacted to these models with quite as many tears? A 

different kind of disembodiment is apparent in a display that shows various 

kinds of projectiles entering and destroying an x-ray image of a human body. 

Perhaps the dehumanising effect of this depiction is part of the point. 

However, its placement next to a firing station that allows visitors to look 

through a periscope and shoot at the enemy suggests otherwise. 

At another level, the unusual voicing used in the exhibition’s text, which 

describes events in terms, for example, of ‘the Turks trying to drive us back 

into the sea’ initially seemed to require the visitor, quite worryingly, to identify 

as one of ‘us’ in a nationalistic sense. While one of the behind-the-scenes films 

clarifies that the voice is intended to reflect that of an ‘imaginary soldier’, the 

impression persists that the determination to immerse the viewer in the 

experience, and even the persona of the participants, is being achieved at the 

expense of a broader explanatory framework about those events. 

Ironically for an exhibition that purports to explore ‘the scale of our war’, it is 

this tight, almost myopic focus that is its main failing. Critical issues such as 

the conditions and events that led to war or the broader strategic relevance of 

Gallipoli are addressed very briefly and articulated in the colloquial and wholly 

non-analytical language of an imagined soldier. Little is said about potentially 

controversial issues such as conscription or conscientious objection, or about 

the ways in which Gallipoli impacted life in New Zealand, then or since.  

 
4 ‘Watch: Episode 5 of Building Gallipoli’ <https://www.tepapa.govt.nz/visit/whats-
on/exhibitions/gallipoli-scale-our-war/behind-scenes-gallipoli/watch-episode-5-building> 
[accessed 10 August 2017].  
5 ‘Te Papa Marks a Record Year for Gallipoli: The Scale of our War’. 
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To an extent, this may be a symptom of an issue that commentator Gordon 

Campbell alluded to five days before the exhibition opened: 

It is easy to know what we don’t want to commemorate on Anzac Day 
this year. We don’t want to (a) glorify war (b) commercialise it (c) 
politicise it (d) watch our leaders weep crocodile tears over it or (e) do 
anything that might heighten the chance of something like Gallipoli ever 
happening again. That may not leave very much left over. . . beyond, that 
is, a fleeting sense of empathy with the thousands of soldiers killed or 
wounded on April 25 1915 and in the months thereafter.6 

Campbell’s comments were prophetic. Ultimately, Te Papa’s exhibition is a 

tour de force in generating empathy. The question is: is generating empathy 

enough? Perhaps it is, if the ultimate objective is simply to commemorate the 

fallen. However, if the objective is to contribute to a deeper understanding of 

Gallipoli and the war of which it was a part, so that as Campbell suggests, a 

repeat of the disaster is made less likely, then empathy is not enough. 

Illustrating the horror of the experience of war is not enough and, contrary to 

what the head writer of this exhibition suggests, ‘presenting the soldiers’ 

experiences and letting visitors come to their own conclusions’ is certainly not 

enough. What is needed is clear, properly contextualised information about the 

past that will enable us to identify conditions and events in our own time that 

are analogous to those that cast us and the rest of the world into war a century 

ago, and to speak against them. In other words, we need history. 

 

 
 
 
 
Dr John Armstrong is currently working as a Senior Historian at the Office 
of Treaty Settlements. His PhD thesis, completed in 2013, examined the 
post-World War Two migrations of New Zealand specialist doctors. His 
publications include Under One Roof: A History of Waikato 
Hospital (Halfcourt Press, 2009) and ‘A System of Exclusion: New 
Zealand Women Medical Specialists in International Medical Networks, 
1945-75’, in Doctors Beyond Borders: The Transnational Migration of 
Physicians in the Twentieth Century (University of Toronto Press, 2016). 

 
6 Gordon Campbell, ‘What’s to Commemorate?’ <http://werewolf.co.nz/2015/04/whats-to-
commemorate/> [accessed 12 August 2017]. 
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Most New Zealand historians and some Australian and Pacific historians, 

whether those working in the public sector or in the academy, know that one 

of Dunedin’s greatest tāonga is the Hocken Collections – Uare Taoka o 

Hākena, now housed in the old dairy factory on Anzac Avenue. Most 

however, know rather less about the diminutive collector, Thomas Morland 

Hocken.1 Nor do most users of the Collections who enjoy working in its 

capacious and calm reading rooms know much about how these Collections 

came into being. Thanks to Donald Kerr’s scholarly and elegantly written 

book, historians, history students, and anyone interested in collecting and 

books will learn much more about the man and the institution named in his 

honour.  

By dividing Hocken: Prince of Collectors into 20 chapters of very manageable 

length Kerr succeeds in revealing much new information about both Hocken 

and the way in which he assembled such an important collection of 

documents, paintings, maps and photographs. The easy style, logical 

organisation and well-chosen illustrations make for a remarkably quick read. 

Lists are important in and of themselves, but this book had to be much more 

besides, because it is both a biography and a history of an important era in the 

development of New Zealand’s search for a more secure identity as it moved 

from self-governing colony to Dominion.  

Kerr manages to produce a neat portrait of Hocken as indefatigable collector, 

the world of upper crust Dunedin in which he operated his endless journeys in 

search of documents, and a running description of his discoveries and 

acquisitions. Bibliophiles will delight in the details of the books, letters, official 

documents, newspapers, maps, photographs and bric-a-brac he acquired 

(regular users know just how useful the pamphlet collections and ‘Flotsam and 

Jetsam’ can be). More general readers will be relieved to know that a rounded 

account of an energetic but sometimes brusque, and occasionally snobbish 

man, also emerges. Acquiring such a large collection required obsessive intent 

and Hocken, for all his foibles, never lost his driving sense of curiosity. As 

with George Grey (about whom Kerr has written so well some years ago) and 

Alexander Turnbull, the final results of such endeavour more than made up 

for sometimes harsh judgements towards the endeavours of more humble 

 

1 This ‘pocket bantam’, as Donald Kerr calls Thomas Hocken, was supposedly only 
about four foot eight inches tall, being even shorter than Queen Victoria. 
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settlers, absorbed in the rigours of making a living in a struggling and 

underdeveloped colony. 

Kerr shows that Hocken came from the class of people that Edward Gibbon 

Wakefield would have called ‘anxious’, in that they lived precariously despite 

their aspiration to climb higher into the ranks of the respectable middle class. 

Hocken’s father Joshua was born in Cornwall, worked as an itinerant 

Methodist preacher, moved to Wales and then onto Hampshire, before 

arriving in Lincolnshire where Thomas Hocken was born in 1836. Hocken’s 

mother Anne came from a Yorkshire family about whom little is known. She 

had to do most of the child raising as Joshua roamed the countryside 

preaching and singing. Education came via Sunday School and between 1844 

and 1850 Hocken attended Woodhouse Grove School near Bradford. The 

Methodist Conference ran this boarding school that seemed to be about as 

austere and insanitary as some of the schools described by Dickens and the 

Brontë sisters, but headmaster William Grieve improved the standard of 

teaching even if it seems rigorous, limited and draconian by modern standards.  

After leaving school Hocken become an apothecary and surgeon by working 

with two different doctors through the old apprenticeship system. He added 

to this basic training between 1858 and 1859 by attending the ‘Original 

Theatre of Anatomy and School of Medicine’ in Dublin and paid the fees 

himself. After receiving his certificate to practice on 28 April 1859 he sailed to 

Melbourne on the White Star as ‘Surgeon–Superintendent’ in January 1860. 

Two more long sea voyages followed on the famous immigrant ship the Great 

Britain (on which Richard Seddon also worked his passage to Melbourne in 

1862). Hocken had more success as a doctor than as the producer of the ship’s 

newspaper, before retiring from the Brunel-built liner in late 1861. He then 

sailed for Dunedin in late January 1862.  

Luckily for Hocken and Dunedin, gold had been discovered by the time he 

arrived. The booming city provided plenty of work for a doctor as hopeful 

miners poured in from Victoria and water-borne diseases proliferated until 

sanitary arrangements could be improved. Then, in late 1862, the resignation 

of the former Town Coroner, Henry Howorth, opened up a twenty-two-year 

career that provided Hocken with the necessary financial security to underpin 

his collecting. To mark his rising status in the community Hocken left 

Methodism behind, purchased a pew at St Pauls and became an active 
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Anglican. The new Coroner also joined the kinds of clubs and associations 

befitting his enhanced position within the rapidly growing community. These 

included the Masons, the Lodge-cum-Friendly Society most supported by 

elites, and the Dunedin Club where visiting runholders stayed when in town 

and socialised with local judges, magistrates, barristers, surgeons and 

architects. Later he became a member of the Dunedin Benevolent Society (the 

local equivalent of the British workhouse), visited the ‘Lunatic Asylum’ and 

joined the Otago Acclimitisation Society. 

Collecting commenced in 1865 when Hocken acquired the German 

missionary Johann Riemenschneider’s notes on Māori life. The Dunedin 

Exhibition of the same year offered more opportunities and he began to build 

his eclectic ‘Flotsam and Jetsam’ collection. Hocken married Julia Simpson, 

daughter of an Edinburgh lace manufacturer, on 3 July 1867. It proved a 

difficult marriage as Julia struggled with alcoholism and she died, childless, 

fourteen years later. Two years later in 1883 Hocken married Elizabeth Mary 

(‘Bessie’) Buckland, daughter of politician and wealthy landowner William 

Thorne Buckland. Their marriage was happy. They had one child, Gladys, 

born in 1884 and the well-educated Bessie proved a superb hostess and helped 

Hocken with translation, even if he was somewhat laggard in acknowledging 

her help.  

Hocken’s reputation as a collector rose rapidly even before he married Bessie, 

as he cultivated friendships with important early New Zealanders such as the 

Williams family, Bishop Henry Harper and Walter Mantell. He also 

enthusiastically collected books on botanical subjects, along with materials 

relating to Captain Cook and Edward Gibbon Wakefield and the New 

Zealand Company, and had seven of his talks published in the Transactions of 

the New Zealand Institute. As his reputation grew Hocken extended his collecting 

to trips around New Zealand. He visited Britain in 1882 where he purchased 

many rare books in London and secured a Fellowship to the Linnean Society. 

Aging colonial figures such as Charles Heaphy also began to donate 

pamphlets, memoirs and correspondence. As the 1880s progressed Hocken 

accumulated materials relating to the early history of Otago, such as surveyor 

Frederick Tuckett’s papers, some of them donated by grateful Otago settlers. 

The New Zealand and South Seas Exhibition held in Dunedin in 1890 created 

more opportunities that Hocken seized with glee. He strengthened his links to 

individuals and other significant repositories such as the Mitchell Collection in 
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Sydney. Before he died David Scott Mitchell consulted Hocken on how best 

to preserve his collection. The Mitchell Library resulted from his bequest, 

establishing a template for Hocken to follow. Alexander Turnbull also worked 

with Hocken from the late 1890s, sending on important newspapers. Hocken’s 

fieldwork turned up more treasures. Between his incessant travels Hocken 

managed to find enough time to publish a few volumes, the most important of 

which was Contributions to the Early History of New Zealand in 1898. Travel 

around the Pacific in the same year grew the collection even more. Māori 

language material, including Māori language newspapers such as Te Karere 

Maori, and books on the development of te reo Māori as a written language 

followed in the early 1900s. He then travelled back to England via Japan in 

1901 and took a holiday in Europe. This trip unearthed much useful material 

relating to early Canterbury, the Church Missionary Society and the Colonial 

Office. He expanded his holdings relating to the missionary Samuel Marsden 

considerably, which went on to become one of the subsequent library’s most 

prized collections. 

Collecting was all very well, but now he had to create catalogues and proper 

bibliographies so that others could find their way around the rich historical 

resources he had accumulated. Charles Wilson, first Chief Librarian of the 

General assembly Library, provided invaluable help. Finally the Bibliography of 

the Literature Relating to New Zealand appeared in 1909. 

Hocken had promised to gift his collection to the people of New Zealand as 

early as 1897. Community support, therefore, became essential to creating a 

suitable building in which to house and preserve his bourgeoning collection in 

perpetuity. Initially Hocken struggled to win much support from the 

parsimonious Dunedin City Council, however, with the help of the 

progressive editor of the Dunedin Evening Star Mark Cohen, and later George 

Fenwick, editor of the Otago Daily Times, he managed to win a government 

pound-for-pound subsidy up to £3,500 in late 1906. Both papers also 

campaigned successfully to have the gift placed under control of the 

University of Otago Council, and the Deed of Gift was formally drawn up on 

2 September 1907. Unfortunately Hocken was too ill to attend the opening of 

the Hocken Wing on 31 March 1910, but when he died on 17 May 1910 he 

knew that his life’s work was now safely housed for the benefit of the 

Dunedin, Otago and national communities.  
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Kerr concludes his scholarly and crisply written account of this little Prince of 

Collecting with a few astute observations on Hocken’s legacy. Well-chosen 

images amplify the text and the University of Otago Press has produced a 

handsome book of which its subject would have approved. Perhaps Kerr 

could have commented more on the way in which Hockens’s collecting 

shaped the subsequent writing of Otago, New Zealand and, to a lesser extent, 

Pacific history, but such an assessment probably requires another volume. 

Kerr has made an important contribution to New Zealand historiography and 

deepened our knowledge of these valuable collections as well as the man 

behind them. 
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In 2010 and 2011, the city of Christchurch, New Zealand, suffered two major 

earthquakes. The first shake caused damage, and the second killed 185 people 

and destroyed thousands of homes. Prompted by the tragedy, in 2013 oral 

historian Alison Parr and her assistant, Rosemary Baird, recorded 

reminiscences of 19 elderly Cantabrians. Launched at Canterbury Museum on 

the fifth anniversary of the first earthquake, Remembering Christchurch: Voices from 

Decades Past, is a handsome book which aims to recall Christchurch before it 

was ruined.  

Other authors have written about the earthquakes. It is a cliché that journalists 

write the first draft of history, and that is what Jane Bowron did during the 

months after the deadly earthquake of 22 February 2011. She was in 

Christchurch on that day, and falling masonry hit her car. Bowron called her 

newspaper and described what she was seeing. She reported for six months as 

she observed survivors struggling in the wrecked city. Human nature showed 

in acts of kindness and selfishness. Published as Old Bucky and Me: Dispatches 

from the Christchurch Earthquake, Bowron’s 41 pieces are vivid and perceptive.1 

Fiona Farrell was living in Canterbury and writing a book about meditative 

walks she had taken, when the earthquakes struck. The book changed into a 

mix of accounts of four walks and 21 poems about the natural disasters. The 

result makes the unsettling point that the unforeseeable can instantly shatter a 

peaceful life. Philosophical and literate, The Broken Book offers a personal 

reaction to the devastation.2 A few years later, Farrell wrote an angry book 

about the reconstruction of Christchurch. Farrell’s The Villa at the Edge of the 

Empire wanders through history, ruminating about cities around the world.3 

This sets Christchurch in context as a place at the margins of outsiders’ 

empires, including migrating Polynesians, invading Britons and American 

culturists. The rebuilding, Farrell argued, was dominated not by the needs of 

residents but by the interests of bullying politicians, ruthless insurers, vulgar 

lobbyists and greedy developers. Well written and provocative, the book 

portrays her beloved city as a victim not only of shaking ground but also of 

grasping people.  

 
1 Jane Bowron, Old Bucky and Me: Dispatches from the Christchurch Earthquake (Wellington: 
Awa, 2011). 
2 Fiona Farrell, The Broken Book (Auckland: Auckland University, 2012). 
3 Fiona Farrell, The Villa at the Edge of the Empire (Auckland: Vintage, 2015). 
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Alison Parr was raised in Dunedin and gained a BA in Music at the University 

of Otago. For more than 25 years, she worked in radio and television as a 

journalist, winning awards. She returned to university to gain a BA in 

Psychology with Honours. Parr’s university study included interviewing 

veterans, which led to a book, Silent Casualties.4 Her investigation recorded how 

shell shock afflicted New Zealand soldiers after the Second World War. With 

this background but no History qualification, Parr joined the Ministry for 

Culture and Heritage in 2003 as an oral historian. In 2004, she accompanied 

the group who brought New Zealand’s Unknown Warrior back from France. 

In 2006, she was the Master of Ceremonies for the Anzac Day dawn service at 

Gallipoli and then for the unveiling of the New Zealand Memorial in London.  

Before producing Remembering Christchurch, Parr wrote four other books based 

on oral history, most recently Home: Civilian New Zealanders Remember the Second 

World War and The Occupiers: New Zealand Veterans Remember Post-war Japan.5 

Home, also an attractive book, presents the memories of 18 New Zealand 

civilians from 1939-1945. They tell of life on the home front, including the 

worry and deprivation. Parr used her skills as an interviewer to capture the 

effects of the war on people who supported the fighting indirectly, as well as 

the memories of conscientious objectors. The Occupiers continued the Ministry 

for Culture and Heritage’s series of histories about World War Two. Parr 

presented the stories of 17 men and women who served in Japan as part of the 

occupying forces after the war. They arrived in Japan full of hostility, but 

returned to New Zealand with their eyes opened. Their stories are arresting.  

The interviewees in Remembering Christchurch also tell informative and 

interesting stories. Perhaps the oldest contributor (one other was also born in 

1921), nurse Meg Anderson, remembered with delight growing up in her 

home on Cranmer Square. The house had started in 1864 as a brick cottage, 

added to by later owners. In 1954, people climbed the high fence around the 

property to see the Queen being driven past. One of the book’s many 

wonderful photographs shows boys, sometime in the 1930s, sitting on the 

fence to watch a parade. Anderson recalled going with her mother to Sunday 

 

4 Alison Parr, Silent Casualties: New Zealand's Unspoken Legacy of the Second World War (North 
Shore: Tandem, 1995). 
5 Alison Parr, Home: Civilian New Zealanders Remember the Second World War (Auckland: 
Penguin, 2010); Alison Parr, The Occupiers: New Zealand Veterans Remember Post-war Japan 
(Auckland: Penguin, 2012). 
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services in the Anglican cathedral, which the earthquakes wrecked. The oldest 

section of the family house also did not survive the shaking, but the rest did 

and has a heritage listing.  

The interviews reveal divides of class, race, gender and religion in old 

Christchurch. For example, Anderson’s family had a live-in maid, but 

supposedly “couldn’t just afford a lot of stuff”.6 Alamein Pitama-Scholtens, 

one of two Māori interviewed, remembered patronising remarks made to her 

at school. Some parents forbade their daughters to speak to Alamein because 

of her colour. Parr’s introduction summarises the interviews but is not 

analytical.  

Interesting stories aside, the book is conceptually flawed. Although it is 

supposed to recall the Christchurch that the earthquakes smashed, the 

interviews contain little about the city in 2010 and 2011. Probably prompted 

by the interviewer, the participants made a few comments concerning the 

effects of the earthquakes; these remarks were usually brief and tacked on at 

the ends of the interviews. The contributors talked mostly about the 1930s 

through the 1960s. While preserving memories of the mid-twentieth century is 

important historical research in itself, the Christchurch of then was not the 

city destroyed in 2010 and 2011. Although some old habits and buildings 

remained, the society and cityscape changed in the decades before the 

earthquakes. Thus, the book has only a limited connection to Christchurch as 

it was when it fell.  

As Parr explains in the introduction, ‘Participants were selected because of the 

diversity of lives and experiences they represent’.7 However, she prioritised 

older residents ‘to ensure that the memories that stretched furthest back in 

time were recorded while they are still available to us’.8 The interviewees were 

aged between 71 and 92 years, with a median age of 83. The author’s method 

again compromises the book’s aim, because the participants were not diverse 

in terms of age. Young people’s memories of the Twenty-first-century city are 

not here. Neither are the stories of unpropertied or transient people.  

 
6 Alison Parr, Remembering Christchurch: Voices from Decades Past (Auckland: Penguin, 
Random House, 2015), p. 58. 
7 Ibid., p.12. 
8 Ibid. 
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The usual limitations of oral history are also apparent. Memories are 

notoriously unreliable and tend to change over time. For example, nostalgia 

shows in the recollections of Jim Curnow, who for 28 years ran tearooms in 

High Street. Curnow reflects, ‘When I think about the Dainty Inn now, I think 

it just fits in with a whole lot of years, and I feel, it’s an era – even though I 

slogged my guts out – I’ve enjoyed’.9  

Remembering Christchurch is a clear contribution to knowledge about 

Christchurch in the mid-twentieth century. The photographs are evocative, 

and the prose is enjoyable. To her credit, Parr deposited the interviews in the 

Alexander Turnbull Library, Wellington, New Zealand.  
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9 Jim Curnow, as cited by Parr, Remembering Christchurch, p.41. 
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